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Abstract

The violation of Baryon Number, B, is an essential ingredient for the preferen-
tial creation of matter over antimatter needed to account for the observed baryon
asymmetry in the universe. However, such a process has yet to be experimentally
observed. The HIBEAM/NNBAR program is a proposed two-stage experiment at
the European Spallation Source (ESS) to search for baryon number violation. The
program will include high-sensitivity searches for processes that violate baryon
number by one or two units: free neutron-antineutron oscillation (n→ n̄) via mix-
ing, neutron-antineutron oscillation via regeneration from a sterile neutron state
(n→ [n′, n̄′]→ n̄), and neutron disappearance (n→ n′); the effective ∆B = 0 pro-
cess of neutron regeneration (n→ [n′, n̄′]→ n) is also possible. The program can
be used to discover and characterise mixing in the neutron, antineutron, and ster-
ile neutron sectors. The experiment addresses topical open questions such as the
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origins of baryogenesis, the nature of dark matter, and is sensitive to scales of
new physics substantially in excess of those available at colliders. A goal of the
program is to open a discovery window to neutron conversion probabilities (sen-
sitivities) by up to three orders of magnitude compared with previous searches.
The opportunity to make such a leap in sensitivity tests should not be squandered.
The experiment pulls together a diverse international team of physicists from the
particle (collider and low energy) and nuclear physics communities, while also
including specialists in neutronics and magnetics.

1. Introduction

The observation of baryon number violation (BNV) in a laboratory experiment
would be a discovery of fundamental importance to particle physics. Within the
Standard Model (SM), baryon number, B, is a good global symmetry for tests
up to the TeV scale. However, BNV is anticipated. Nonperturbative instanton
effects in the SU(2) sector of the SM break B and total lepton number, L , while
conserving B−L [1]. Although these are negligible at temperatures that are low
compared with the electroweak scale of O(100) GeV, they gain dynamic impor-
tance via sphaleron processes in the early universe at temperatures of this order
[2, 3]. Furthermore, precision tests of the Equivalence Principle [4, 5, 6] offer
no evidence for a long-range force coupled to baryon number, a key requirement
for any hypothetical local gauge symmetry forbidding BNV. Most compellingly,
according to Sakharov’s conditions [7], BNV is required to understand the matter-
antimatter asymmetry of the universe.

Processes of the neutron transition n→ n̄ (∆B = 2) into antineutrons [8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16], and/or a transition n→ n′ (∆B = 1) into sterile (mirror)
neutrons [17, 18, 19, 20], offer unique and comparatively unexplored discovery
windows for BNV. Some early studies of n− n̄ transitions include [9, 21, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15]. A recent review is [10]. Neutron conversion processes, at poten-
tially observable rates, are anticipated in scenarios of baryogenesis and dark mat-
ter [21, 17, 22, 23, 24, 19], supersymmetry [25, 26], extra dimensions [27, 28, 29],
cosmic rays [30, 31] neutrino mass generation mechanisms [21, 9, 32, 23, 24, 33],
extensions of the Standard Model with certain types of scalar fields [34], and even
in oscillations of (anti)atomic matter [35, 36].

In this Article, a proposed two-stage program of experiments at the Euro-
pean Spallation Source (ESS) is shown which is able to perform high precision
searches for neutron conversions in a range of BNV channels, culminating in an
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ultimate sensitivity increase for n→ n̄ oscillations of three orders of magnitude
over that previously attained with free neutrons after a search at the Institut Laue-
Langevin (ILL) [37]. This concept developed from an original proposal for a
single n→ n̄ search [38]. As part of the new staged approach, an expanded set
of searches together with R&D for NNBAR is planned. As developmental step-
ping stones toward the final n→ n̄ NNBAR search, searches with world-leading
experimental sensitivities for neutron conversion phenomenon into a dark (sterile
neutron) sector [17] will be performed at the HIBEAM stage. Taken together,
the HIBEAM/NNBAR program will enable the discovery and characterisation
of a mixing sector involving neutrons, antineutrons, and sterile neutrons. Fur-
thermore, by designing and exploiting a flexible and easily interchangeable set
of different experimental configurations for sterile neutron searches on a single
beamline, multiple potential discoveries across a single experimental apparatus
could be supported.

The first stage of the program, the High Intensity Baryon Extraction and Mea-
surement (HIBEAM), will employ the planned fundamental physics beamline
ANNI [39] during the first phase of ESS operation, as it does not require the
planned full beam power to achieve its goals. This stage focuses principally on
searches for neutron conversions to sterile neutrons n′ : (i) neutron disappear-
ance (n→ [n′, n̄′]), (ii) neutron regeneration (n→ [n′, n̄′]→ n), and (iii) neutron-
antineutron conversion via regeneration from a sterile neutron state (n→ [n′, n̄′]→
n̄)1. The HIBEAM program will include a sensitivity increase to (i) of an order of
magnitude compared with previous experimental work [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46].
An early attempt to search for (ii) has resulted in weak and unpublished limits [47]
while (iii) is hitherto unexplored. Stage one acts as a pilot for the second stage
of the program, a high-sensitivity search for n→ n̄ via direct mixing. HIBEAM
will provide a test platform for detector and neutron transmission technologies,
and allow in-situ development of background mitigation techniques. The second
stage, NNBAR, will exploit the Large Beam Port (LBP), a unique component
of the ESS facility, to search for direct n→ n̄ oscillations. Due to the substan-
tially higher flux and neutron propagation time compared to that available at other
neutron facilities worldwide, as well as advances in neutronics and detector tech-

1To distinguish the two types of searches for neutrons converting to antineutrons conducted
in the program, n→ n̄ corresponds to free neutrons converting into antineutrons which can be
parameterised by a single mass mixing term in the Hamiltonian, whereas n→ [n′, n̄′]→ n̄ refers to
a two-stage conversion mediated via sterile neutron states, as explained in Sections 3.1 and 3.4,
respectively.
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nology since the last search with free neutrons in 1990 [37]; an increase of three
orders of magnitude in sensitivity is possible.

This Article is organised as follows. A brief motivation for searches for neu-
tron conversion processes is given in Section 2, followed by descriptions of the
phenomenology of neutron oscillations in Section 3. The results of earlier com-
plementary searches for both free and bound neutrons and the experimental prin-
ciples underpinning these searches are given in Section 4. The ESS moderator
system, beamlines, and shielding are described in Section 5. The technical de-
sign of the ANNI beamline [39] at which HIBEAM would operate is outlined
in Section 6. The HIBEAM program of searches and their expected sensitivities
are described for processes involving sterile-neutron phenomena in Section 7 and
for direct n→ n̄ oscillations in Section 8. Section 9 then outlines the proposed
neutronics for the final-stage NNBAR experiment and its expected sensitivity for
n→ n̄ oscillations. A dedicated section on backgrounds to these searches (Sec-
tion 10) is also included. Future plans and research directions are then described
in Section 11, followed by a summary in Section 12. Simulations of the prototype
test set-up to be used in the neutron test beam at the ESS are given in an appendix.

2. Motivation for searches for free neutron conversions

Neutron conversions are unique observables able to probe the new physics
which could address the deficiencies of the SM. A number of theoretical argu-
ments motivate their existence, chief among them, arguably, is baryogenesis, a
critical but poorly understood area in particle physics [22, 21, 48, 23, 24]. Other
motivations include the possible existence of observable low scale BNV which
can occur in models of extra dimensions [27], branes [49], and supersymme-
try [25, 50, 26], as well connections to dark matter [48, 23, 24, 51], neutrino
masses and neutrino mass orderings [32, 23, 24, 33]. In this Section, theoretical
motivations for the existence of neutron-antineutron and neutron-sterile neutron
conversion processes are outlined in detail.

In addition to the theoretical arguments described below, it is also important
to note that a strictly experimentalist consideration highlights the importance of
searches for neutron conversions. In such processes, baryon number can be vio-
lated independently of other quantities hitherto observed to be conserved. Single
nucleon two-body decay searches (e.g., p→ π0e+ or p→ π+ν) always require
lepton number violation. Neutron-antineutron transitions also give rise to matter
instability via dinucleon decays, and these have been sought in a number of exper-
iments, most recently, Super-Kamiokande [52, 53, 54, 55]. However, searches for
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free neutron conversions offer a theoretically clean and high-precision sensitivity
to BNV-only processes.

2.1. Baryogenesis, dark matter and neutron conversions
According to Sakharov [7], there must be baryon number violating processes

to explain the universe’s baryon asymmetry as observed today. Early grand uni-
fied theories (GUTs) such as SU(5) [56, 57, 58, 59] that contained BNV do not
provide a good source of baryogenesis. The original baryon asymmetry generated
by such models conserves B−L and violates B+L , just as in the Standard
Model (SM), and any leftover asymmetry below the unification scale would be
erased by electroweak sphaleron interactions. A more promising class of models
attempting to explain the origin of matter are those focused on electroweak baryo-
genesis, which does not succeed in the SM but could work in some SM extensions
(see, e.g., Ref. [60] and references therein). Alternatively, baryogenesis can be
generated via leptogenesis [61], which utilizes the seesaw mechanism [62, 63] of
neutrino masses and allows for an initial lepton asymmetry to be converted into
a baryon asymmetry via the sphaleron processes [64]. The simplest examples of
such models require the baryogenesis scale to be very high, and are very hard
to test experimentally. More specific lepto-baryogenesis models include νMSM
[65, 66] and co-leptogenesis models via the neutrino interactions with sterile neu-
trinos from a dark sector [67, 68, 69].

A subset of weak-scale baryogenesis models have the attractive feature of be-
ing experimentally testable. Explicit UV-complete models featuring post-sphaleron
baryogenesis (PSB) [22, 70, 71] use interactions that violate baryon number by
two units and predict magnitudes of observable phenomena such as n→ n̄ oscil-
lation [21] periods. These models also connect the neutrino’s Majorana mass to
n→ n̄ transformations, and present an upper limit for the n→ n̄ oscillation time
which can be accessible at next-generation facilities like NNBAR at ESS. Other
simplified models that could realize PSB with a connection to neutrino masses
and dark matter, while simultaneously giving rise to an observable n→ n̄ rate,
have been studied in Refs. [23, 24]. Scenarios of co-baryogenesis with a dark sec-
tor have been discussed in Refs. [17, 72, 20]. These searches represent dedicated
probes of selection rules (∆B = 1,2;∆L = 0), which fulfill a Sakharov condition
but have been comparatively overlooked in the program of experiments probing
fundamental symmetries and lepto/baryogenesis.

This points to another open question in modern physics: what is the nature
of dark matter? The fact that our astronomical observations are not sufficiently
well described by the SM is unquestioned. In proposing dark matter candidates,
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the physics community has largely employed a strategy of linking dark matter to
other problems in the SM [73]. With no conclusive experimental observations of
any prospective particles, the number of plausible candidates has only grown, and
resolution will require a thorough and comprehensive search utilizing multiple
experimental techniques to fully explore the range of possibilities [74].

The existence of a dark sector, interacting primarily gravitationally with our
familiar visible sector, has long been postulated as a means of explaining as-
tronomical data. When such a dark (sterile) sector is assumed to have particles
having gauge interactions similar to our own SM interactions, one easily implies
the existence of, e.g., sterile neutrinos and sterile baryons which could represent
asymmetric dark matter induced by a baryon asymmetry in the dark sector. Self-
interacting and dissipative characteristics of such dark matter would have inter-
esting astrophysical implications [75, 76, 77, 78, 79]. In principle, observable
portals onto such a sector can occur ia mixing phenomena between any stable
or meta-stable electrically neutral particles, allowing for conversion into a dark
partner particle. For example, photons may become “dark photons” via kinetic
mixing [80], while neutrinos can oscillate into sterile neutrinos of the dark sector
[81, 82]. The neutron represents another possible generic portal.

One of the simplest examples of a hidden sector is the theory of mirror matter,
a dark sector represented by a replica of the SM (for reviews see [78, 83, 84],
for a historical overview see [85]). The assumption of this minimal model forms
the basis of the phenomenological framework for the sterile neutron transition
searches considered in this work, though these searches have some sensitivity to a
more generic dark sector. Forms of n→ n′ transitions have been proposed [86, 87],
to which HIBEAM is sensitive, that can also shed light onto the apparent anomaly
present between experimental free cold and ultracold neutron “beam" and “bottle"
measurements of the neutron lifetime [88].

2.2. Exploring the TeV-PeV regime with n→ n̄ searches
Baryon number violation is a generic feature of grand unified theories (GUTs)

[89] and many other proposed extensions of the SM [25, 50, 26, 27, 48, 23, 24].
Classic BNV signatures include proton and bound neutron decay, mediated

by four-fermion operators, and n → n̄ oscillations [8], mediated by six-quark
operators[90, 21]. In SM effective field theory, the lowest orders of these operators
have mass dimensions +6 and +9, respectively; also, in supersymmetric models
these can take dimensions +4 and +5. Thus, if there were only one mass scale
MBNV characterizing BNV processes, n→ n̄ oscillations would be more highly
suppressed (like 1/M5

BNV ) compared with proton and bound neutron decay, for
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which the effective Lagrangian would only involve a suppression by 1/M2
BNV .

However, there is no good reason to assume that BNV processes correspond to a
single scale nor is it known which processes Nature has chosen should there be
one BNV scale. There are a number of approaches where n→ n̄ oscillations are
the dominant manifestation of BNV, while proton decay is either absent or sup-
pressed well below experimental limits [9, 21, 27, 91, 92]. Some early studies of
n→ n̄ oscillations include [9, 21, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]; a recent review is [10].

Basic dimensional analysis based on the above considerations implies sensi-
tivity to mass scales of O(10)−O(1000) TeV, accessible via a precision n→ n̄
oscillation search such as the experimental program proposed in this Article. Such
a scale is substantially in excess of the reach of current or planned colliders. This
is a complementary the large volume single nucleon decay experiments which are
sensitive to a different set of BNV processes with scales near the GUT energy.

Examples of models predicting observable n→ n̄ arising from BNV at TeV
and PeV scales include R-parity violating supersymmetry scenarios [25, 26] and
extra dimensional models. Extra dimensional scenarios arise from the leading
candidate for quantum gravity, i.e. superstring theory [93], which predicts ex-
tra spatial dimensions beyond the three which are observed. Compactification
radii characterizing these extra dimensions might be much larger than the Planck
length. A model of this type [27, 28] provides an explicit example of how proton
decay can be strongly suppressed, while n→ n̄ transformations can occur at levels
comparable to existing limits, which will be probed by a new, high sensitivity ex-
periment. This is also true of an extra-dimensional model with a left-right gauge
symmetry broken at the scale of O(103) TeV [29].

2.3. The connection of n→ n̄ with neutrino masses and proton decay
Another topical issue in which the n→ n̄ process may play a role concerns

the origin of neutrino mass. There is a symbiosis between n→ n̄ transitions and
neutrinoless double β decays: they both violate B−L (the anomaly-free SM
symmetry) by two units and imply Majorana masses, and both processes are con-
nected in unification models, such as the left-right-symmetric model [94, 95, 96]
based on the gauge group GLRS = SU(3)c×SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)B−L. In these
models, the spontaneous symmetry breaking of GLRS to the SM is produced by the
vacuum expectation value (VEV) of a Higgs field transforming as (1,1,3)2 under
GLRS, so that its VEV breaks B−L by 2 units. This gives rise to both an operator
with ∆L = 0 and ∆B = 2, such as the six-quark operator mediating n→ n̄ oscil-
lations, and to an operator such as the bilinear Majorana product of right-handed
neutrinos, with ∆B = 0 and ∆L = 2 that is responsible for a seesaw mechanism
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leading to Majorana neutrino masses. Thus in theories with Majorana neutrino
masses and quark-lepton unification, it is natural to expect both Majorana neutri-
nos as well as n→ n̄ transitions [21]. In fact, there exist both left-right-symmetric
and SO(10) models with observable n→ n̄ oscillation where this connection is ex-
plicit; there has also been recent work on these connections within SU(5) effective
field theory [97].

Setting aside specific theories of physics beyond the SM, the sphaleron inter-
action itself being a nine-quark-three lepton interaction can be written as
QQQQQQ QQQL LL. This implies that if any two of the following processes are
seen, then the other should exist: n→ n̄ transition (the first six quark operator),
proton decay (the second 4-fermion operator) and ∆L =2, lepton number viola-
tion. The last term implies low energy processes such as neutrinoless double beta
decay and direct lepton number violation in the form of same sign charged lepton
pairs [98] at hadron colliders, possibly even at the LHC. The neutrinoless double
beta decay can result from the neutrino Majorana mass or the new physics [96]
that leads to same sign dileptons at colliders, and in the left-right symmetric model
of neutrino mass there is a deep connection between the two processes [99].

In summary, together with the discovery of proton decay, an observation of
n→ n̄ oscillations, could, therefore, establish evidence for the Majorana nature of
neutrinos and/or probe the theory behind neutrino Majorana mass. Equivalently,
discoveries of n→ n̄ oscillations and ∆L =2 lepton number violation would imply
proton decay. Searches for n→ n̄ oscillations thus play a key and complementary
role in a wider experimental program of B and L violation searches [100].

3. Phenomenology of the neutron conversion processes

That Nature must violate baryon number is a statement that can be made with
confidence. However, should Nature have chosen BNV-only processes, then not
only does this imply that the channels which are available for high precision study
are limited, but also that a BNV signal is fragile. Each channel can require spe-
cial experimental conditions in order for BNV to manifest itself. In this Section,
the formalism of neutron conversions and the conditions for a signal to appear
are outlined. A description is also given of other relevant phenomenological as-
pects of the HIBEAM and NNBAR search programs, such as the modelling of
the scattering of a neutron off a guide and antineutron-nucleon annihilation on a
nucleus.
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3.1. Neutron-antineutron conversions
In the SM frames the neutron has only the Dirac Mass term mnn which con-

serves B. However, as mentioned in Section 2.2, n→ n̄ can proceed by effective
six-quark (dimension 9) operators. These involve light quarks u and d and violate
B by two units,

O∆B=2 =
1

M 5 (udd)2 + h.c. (1)

with M being a large cutoff scale originated from new physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model, can induce a Majorana mass term

εnn̄

2
(nTCn+ n̄Cn̄T ) =

εnn̄

2
(ncn+nnc) (2)

where C is the charge conjugation matrix and nc =CnT stands for the antineutron
field.2 Thus, the n→ n̄ matrix element/mixing mass term εnn̄ depends on the scale
of new physics:

εnn̄ =
CΛ6

QCD

M 5 =C
(

500 TeV
M

)5

×7.7 ·10−24 eV , (3)

with C = O(1) being the model dependent factor in the determination of matrix
element 〈n̄|O∆B=2 |n〉. This mixing between the neutron and antineutron fields
gives rise to the phenomenon of n→ n̄ oscillation [8, 9]. The direct bound on
n→ n̄ oscillation time ε

−1
nn̄ = τnn̄ > 0.86× 108 s [37], i.e. εnn̄ < 7.7× 10−24 eV,

corresponds to M > 500 TeV or so. By improving the experimental sensitivity
by two orders of magnitude one could test the new physics above the PeV scale.

Conversion of n→ n̄ can be understood as the evolution of a beam of initially
pure neutrons

|Ψ(t)〉=
(

ψn(t)
ψn̄(t)

)
= e−iĤ t |Ψ(t = 0)〉 , |Ψ(t = 0)〉= |n〉=

(
1
0

)
, (4)

described by 2×2 Hamiltonian

Ĥ =

(
En εnn̄
εnn̄ En̄,

)
. (5)

2Generically these operators induce four bilinear terms nnc, nγ5nc, ncn and ncγ5n, with com-
plex coefficients. However, by proper redefinition of fields, these terms can be reduced to just one
combination (2) with a real εnn̄ which is explicitly invariant under transformations of the charge
conjigation (n→ nc) and parity (n→ iγ0n, nc→ iγ0nc) [101, 102].
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where En and En̄ are the neutron and antineutron energies, respectively. While
the neutron and antineutron masses are equal by CPT invariance, En and En̄ are
not generically equal due to the environmental effects which differently act on the
neutron and antineutron states, as a presence of matter medium or magnetic fields,
or perhaps some hypothetical fifth forces [103, 104].

The probability to find an antineutron at a time t is given by Pnn̄(t) = |ψn̄(t)|2,
or explicitly

Pnn̄(t) =
ε2

nn̄

(∆E/2)2 + ε2
nn̄

sin2 [t√(∆E/2)2 + ε2
nn̄
]

e−t/τn, (6)

where ∆E = En−En̄ and τn denotes the mean life of the free neutron. It thus be-
comes immediately clear that the probability of a conversion is suppressed when
the energy degeneracy between neutron and antineutron is broken. In particular,
for free neutrons suppression occurs due to the interaction of the magnetic field
(B ' 0.5 G at the Earth) with the neutron and antineutron’s magnetic dipole mo-
ments (~µn =−~µn̄), equivalent to ∆E/2 = |~µn~B| ≈ (B/1 G)×10−11 eV in Eq. (6).
To prevent significant suppression of n→ n̄ conversion, one must maintain so
called quasi-free regime |∆E|t � 1 which can be realized in vacuum in nearly
zero magnetic field [105, 106, 107]. In this case Eq. (6) reduces to

Pnn̄(t) = ε
2
nn̄t2 =

t2

τ2
nn̄

=
( t

0.1 s

)2
(

108 s
τnn̄

)2

×10−18, (7)

where τnn̄ = 1/εnn̄ is characteristic oscillation time. Since in real experimental
situation the neutron flight time is small, t ∼ 0.1 s or so, the exponential factor
related to the neutron decay can be neglected in Eq. (6).

This necessitates magnetic shielding for searches utilizing a neutron beam [108,
109, 110, 37]. HIBEAM and NNBAR must employ such shielding, as will be dis-
cussed in Section 8.1.

In the experiment [37] performed at the ILL, the magnetic field was suppressed
below 10 mG or so and the lower limit τnn̄ > 0.86× 108 s (90 % C.L.) was ob-
tained. In turn, this translates into upper limit εnn̄ < 7.7×10−24 eV which by now
remains a strongest limit on n→ n̄ mass mixing obtained with free neutrons. The
effects of not perfect vacuum (residual gas pressure) on the observation of neutron
to antineutron transformation were discussed in the papers [111, 37, 112, 113].

As for bound neutrons in a nucleus, the potential energy difference expe-
rienced between a neutron and antineutron in the strong nuclear field (∆E ∼
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10−100 MeV, depending on nuclei) introduces a suppression of∼ 10−31 with re-
spect to the conversion of a free neutron. This of course inhibits the conversion of
neutrons bound in nuclei, with sensitive searches only possible with large volume
detectors [114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 52] such as Super-Kamiokande [52],
SNO [121], DUNE [122, 123, 124], or Hyper-Kamiokande [125]. The compar-
atively large number of neutrons permits searches with currently complementary
limits. However, event identification is obscured by atmospheric backgrounds,
intranuclear scattering of the decay products and other nuclear physics effects.

A limit on n→ n̄ conversion time in a specific nucleus (T ) can be related to
that of a free neutron (τnn̄) via a nuclear suppression factor, R ∼ 1022s−1, which
can be calculated with phenomenological nuclear models [126, 127, 128, 129,
130, 131, 132, 123] and predict quadratic scaling such that

T = R · τ2
nn̄ ∼

(
108 s
τnn̄

)2

×1031 yr. (8)

For today, the strongest limit obtained by Super-Kamiokande [52] for Oxygen
reads τnn̄ > 2.7×108 s, or equivalently εnn̄ < 2.5×10−24 eV. Super-Kamiokande
has also carried out searches for ∆B = −2 dinucleon decays to specific multi-
meson and leptonic final states [53, 54, 55, 133] More details on current limits
and future sensitivities are in Section 4.1.

Caution is required when comparing limits and sensitivities for free and bound
neutron searches. Calculations relating T and τnn̄ rely on underlying model as-
sumptions, such as a point-like conversion process, while the physics behind
n→ n̄ conversion is a priori unknown3. The visibility of a signal in a bound neu-
tron search could therefore be arbitrarily suppressed compared to a free search,
or vice-versa. For example, a recently proposed model of low scale BNV con-
tains the possibility of a suppressed (or even enhanced) bound neutron conversion
probability [33]. There can be also some environmental effects which can affect
free n→ n̄ oscillations even if the magnetic field is properly shielded. These ef-
fects can be related, e.g. with long range fifth-forces induced by very light B−L
baryophotons. Present high-sensitivity limits on such forces [136] with Yukawa

3This being said, there has been great progress in a broad program of intranuclear suppres-
sion factor calculations across many nuclei which show rather remarkable similarity despite their
quite disparate theoretical origins[123, 134, 135, 126]. One should also note that intranuclear
experiments like SNO [121] have chosen specific targets (deuterium) and techniques to minimize
contamination from these and other model dependent nuclear effects, including avoiding excessive
final state interactions.
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radius comparable to the Earth radius or to sun-Earth distance still allow signif-
icant contribution to the neutron-antineutron energy level splitting, which in fact
can be as large as ∆E ∼ 10−11 eV or so [103, 104].

Consideration of free and bound neutron searches is thus complementary: nei-
ther makes the other redundant, and indeed they require one another to help con-
strain the underlying physical process.

Within the framework of an assumed ultraviolet extension of the Standard
Model that features n− n̄ transitions, one has a prediction for the coefficients
of the various types of six-quark operators in the resultant low-energy effective
Lagrangian, and the next step in obtaining a prediction for the n− n̄ transition
rate of free neutrons is to estimate the matrix elements of these six-quark opera-
tors between |n〉 and |n̄〉 states. Since the six-quark operators have dimension 6,
their matrix elements are of the form Λ6

e f f . The relevant scale is set by the QCD
confinement scale, ΛQCD ∼ 0.25 GeV, so one expects, roughly speaking, that the
matrix elements are of order ∼ Λ6

QCD ' 2.4×10−4 GeV6, and this expectation is
borne out by both early estimates using the MIT bag model [14, 15] and recent
calculations using lattice QCD (LQCD) [137, 138, 139, 140, 141], including ap-
proximate assessments of modeling uncertainties. The LQCD results in [138, 139]
indicate that for most operators, the corresponding Λe f f is larger, by ∼ 10− 40
%, than the Λe f f characterizing the MIT bag model results, i.e., a factor ∼ 2− 8
for Λ6

e f f , and thus for the matrix elements themselves. This suggests that over-
all experimental sensitivities may reach higher than previously expected [137].
This being said, direct constraint of PSB and its predicted upper bound on τn→n̄
[71] is slightly different, as this limit is derived not from tree level amplitudes
but instead from loop diagrams involving W -boson exchange. In [71], larger MIT
bag-model estimates are used, and so the LQCD matrix element for this particu-
lar amplitude appears smaller by some ∼ 15% [139]; this leads to an expectation
that the upper limit for τn→n̄ will be shifted slightly up by roughly the same pro-
portion. The community’s integration of this new knowledge is continuing, and
still more accurate predictions are being actively discussed and developed [142].
Similar computational methods may eventually advance peripheral modeling of
secondary processes, such as the annihilation itself and background interactions.

3.2. Phase shift suppression
A key attribute of a traditional free n→ n̄ conversion search is a neutron beam

focused onto an annihilation target to minimize interactions with, e.g, a guide
wall. The difference in neutron and antineutron interactions with wall material
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have been assumed to act as a large potential difference, suppressing the oscil-
lation. The interaction can be seen as destroying any wave function component,
which effectively “resets the clock" for the oscillation time measurement. With
this assumption, only the neutron’s free flight time since last wall interaction con-
tributes to the probability to find an antineutron, necessitating a large area experi-
mental apparatus in practice.

An almost free n→ n̄ oscillation search has recently been proposed [143, 144]
in which one allows slow, cold neutrons (and antineutrons) (with energies of
< 10−2 eV) to reflect from effective n/n̄ optical mirrors. Although the reflec-
tion of n/n̄ had been considered in the 1980’s for ultra cold neutrons (UCNs) [145,
146, 147, 148] and recently in [144] for proposed experiments to constrain τn→n̄,
the authors now extended this approach to higher energies, namely where nomi-
nally cold, initially collimated neutrons can be reflected from neutron guides when
their transverse velocities with respect to the wall are similarly very or ultra-cold.
Conditions for suppressing the phase difference for n and n̄ were studied, and the
required low transverse momenta of the n/n̄ system was quantified, leading to new
suggestions for the nuclei composing the reflective guide material. It was shown
that, over a broad fraction of phase space, the relative phase shift of the n and n̄
wave function components upon reflection can be small, while the probability of
coherent reflection of the n/n̄ system from the guide walls can remain high. The
theoretical uncertainties associated with a calculation of the experimental sen-
sitivity, even in the absence of direct measurements of low energy n̄ scattering
amplitudes, can be small.

An important consequence would be that the conversion probability depends
on the neutron’s total flight time, as wall interactions no longer reset the clock.
Such an experimental mode relaxes some of the constraints on free n oscillation
searches, and in principle allows a much higher sensitivity to be achieved at re-
duced complexity and costs. The above represents a new idea from within the
community which requires a program of simulation and experimental verification.
While this doesn’t form part of the current core plan for the HIBEAM/NNBAR
experiment, it is considered as a promising future research direction, and experi-
mental verification of this concept is under investigation.

3.3. Neutron-mirror neutron conversions
Though the HIBEAM searches are generic in nature, the mixing of n and its

sterile twin n′ is considered here within the paradigm of a parallel gauge sector in a
mirror matter model [17, 30]. There are a range of possible conversion processes
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which can be explored experimentally, motivating a suite of searches outlined in
Section 7.

In addition to external fields and interactions in the standard sector, the pos-
sibility of equivalent fields in the sterile sector must be taken into consideration.
There can exist also some hypothetical forces between ordinary and sterile sector
particles which can be induced e.g. by the photon kinetic mixing with dark photon
[80, 149, 150, 151], or by new gauge bosons interacting with particles of both sec-
tors as e.g. common B−L gauge bosons [103] or common flavor gauge bosons
of family symmetry [152, 153, 154]. The respective forces can provide portals
for direct detection of dark matter components from a parallel sterile sector and
give a possibility for identification of their nature [155, 156, 157]. In addition, fla-
vor gauge bosons can induce mixing between neutral ordinary particles and their
sterile partners and induce oscillations e.g. between Kaons and sterile Kaons,
conversion of muonium into hidden muonium, etc. [153, 154].

The possibility of neutron-mirror neutron mass mixing αnn′nn′+h.c. was pro-
posed in [17]. It can be induced by six-fermion effective operators 1

M5 (ud̄d̄)(u′d′d′)
similar to operator (1) but involving three ordinary quarks and three quarks of ster-
ile (mirror) sector. This mixing violates conservations of both baryon number and
mirror baryon number (∆B = 1, ∆B′ = −1) but it conserves the combination
B+B′. The mixing mass αnn′ can be estimated as

αnn′ =
CΛ6

QCD

M5 =C2
(

10 TeV
M

)5

×2.5 ·10−15 eV (9)

It was shown that no direct, astrophysical or cosmological effects forbid that
n→ n′ oscillation time τnn′ = 1/αnn′ can be smaller than the neutron decay time,
and in fact it can be as small as a second. So rapid n→ n′ oscillations could have
interesting implications for the propagation of ultra-high cosmic rays [30, 31] or
for neutrons from solar flares [158]. Thus, the effective scale M of underlying new
physics can be of few TeV, with direct implications for the search at the LHC and
future accelerators. Effects of n→ n′ oscillation can be directly observed in ex-
periments searching for anomalous neutron disappearance (n→ n′) and/or regen-
eration (n→ n′→ n) processes[17]. Experimental sensitivities of such searches
with ultra-cold and cold neutrons were discussed in Refs. [159, 160].

The Hamiltonian for n→ n′ is given in Eq. 10. The presence of a static mag-
netic moment shifts the n and n′s total energies. The Hamiltonian is expressed for
the general case of neutrons propagating in magnetic fields B (of the standard sec-
tor) and B′ (of the sterile sector); the former of these is generated by the magnetic
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poles of the Earth, the latter by hypothetical ionization and flow of gravitationally
captured dark material in and around the Earth [18]. Such an accumulation could
occur due to ionized gas clouds of sterile atoms captured by the Earth e.g. due to
photon–sterile photon kinetic mixing; present experimental and cosmological lim-
its on such mixing [161, 162] and geophysical limits [163] still allow the presence
of a relevant amount of sterile material at the Earth [164]. Then a sterile magnetic
field can be induced by the drag of dark electrons due to the Earth rotation via
mechanism described in [165] which can be enhanced through the dynamo effect
[18]. In addition to the static magnetic moments, ~µn and ~µn′ , and unlike for the
n→ n̄ transition4, transition magnetic moments (TMMs) [72] may also be present
in the off-diagonal transitional magnetic moments (TMM) ~µnn′ = κ ~µn between
the neutron and sterile neutron term.5

As analogous contributions to the Hamiltonian, it can be seen that TMMs are
quantities which are as fundamental as the more familiar static magnetic moments.
The TMMs contribute to the mixing via the interaction of new physics processes
with the external magnetic fields, leading to terms κ~µn~B and κ ′~µn~B′, where di-
mensionless parameter κ � 1 measures the magnitudes of the TMM in units of
neutron magnetic moment µn.

Ĥ =

(
mn +~µn~B αnn′+κ~µn~B+κ ′~µn~B′

αnn′+κ~µn~B+κ ′~µn~B′ mn′+~µn′
~B′

)
. (10)

Beyond removing exponential decay, a number of simplifications can be made
to the picture of n→ n′ mixing described above. In the simplest model, it is
assumed that n and n′ share degeneracies such as mn =mn′ , |~µn|= |~µ ′n| and κ = κ ′.
The magnitude, direction, and time dependence of the mirror magnetic field ~B′ is
a priori unknown.

If only n→ n′ mass mixing αnn′ is present, i.e. assuming for the moment that
κ = 0, then probability n→ n′ oscillation at time t is given by [18, 45]:

Pnn′(t) =
α2

nn′ cos2 β

2
(ω−ω ′)2 sin2 [(ω−ω

′)t
]
+

α2
nn′ sin2 β

2
(ω +ω ′)2 sin2 [(ω +ω

′)t
]

(11)

4 A non-zero TMM between the neutron and antineutron is forbidden by Lorentz invariance
then [101, 102]. Moreover, any transition n→ n̄γ∗ with an external virtual photon connected to a
proton would destabilize nuclei even in the absence of n→ n̄ mixing.

5TMMs play a role both in understanding SM processes, e.g. hadronic decays [166], and the
development of BSM physics models, such as those predicting neutrino flavour changing pro-
cesses [167].
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where 2ω = |µnB| and 2ω ′ = |µnB′|, β is the angle between the directions of
magnetic fields ~B and ~B′, and contribution of αnn′ in oscillation frequencies is
neglected assuming that αnn′ < |ω−ω ′|. If |ω−ω ′| t� 1, the oscillations can be
averaged in time and one obtains

Pnn′ =
α2

nn′ cos2 β

2
2(ω−ω ′)2 +

α2
nn′ sin2 β

2
2(ω +ω ′)2 . (12)

In particular, if B′ = 0 (i.e. ω ′ = 0), from (11) the expression Pnn′(t)< (αnn′/ω)2

is obtained if ωt > 1, and Pnn′(t)≈ (αnn′t)2 if ωt� 1.
When B getting close to B′, |ω −ω ′| decreases and probability Pnn′(t) reso-

nantly increases. In a quasi-free regime, when |ω−ω ′| t� 1, it reaches the value

Pnn′(t)≈
1
2
(αnn′t)

2 cos2 β

2
= cos2 β

2

( t
0.1s

)2
(

1s
τnn′

)2

×5 ·10−3 (13)

where τ = 1/αnn′ is the characteristic n→ n′ oscillation time for free neutrons
in a field-free vacuum. Therefore, this leads to a situation when n→ n′ oscil-
lation probability non-trivially depends on the value (and direction) of magnetic
field which effect can be observed in experiments searching for anomalous neu-
tron disappearance (n→ n′) and regeneration (n→ n′ → n) [17]. Experimental
sensitivities of such searches with cold and ultra-cold neutrons were discussed in
Ref. [159].

Several dedicated experiments searching for n→ n′ oscillation with ultra-cold
neutrons (UCN) were performed in last decade [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. Under
the hypothesis that there is no mirror magnetic field at the Earth, i.e. B′ = 0, the
strongest lower limit τnn′ > 414 s (90 % C.L.) was obtained by comparing the
UCN losses in zero (B < 10−3 G) and non-zero (B = 0.02 G) magnetic fields [41].
However, this limit becomes invalid in the presence of B′. Lower limits on τnn′

and τnn′/
√

cosβ in the presence of non-vanishing B′ following from experiments
[40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46] are summarized in Ref. [46]. In fact. some experiments
show deviations from null-hypothesis which may point towards τnn′ ∼ 10 s and
B′ ∼ 0.1 G. For B′ > 0.5 G or so, the oscillation time as small as 1 second remains
allowed [46].

In the case of TMM induced n→ n′ transition the average oscillation proba-
bility becomes [87]:

Pnn′ =
2κ2(ω +ω ′)2 cos2 β

2
(ω−ω ′)2 +

2κ2(ω−ω ′)2 cos2 β

2
(ω +ω ′)2 . (14)
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Figure 1: Left: amplitude of the probability function for n→ n′ as a function of |~B| and κ for a
value of τ = 500 s. Right: fraction of neutrons which have been converted as a function of |~B|
travelling 25 m in a vacuum at a velocity of 1000 m/s. Predictions are shown for conversions
induced by mass mixing and a TMM (τ = 500 s and κ = 3.5×10−6), and for mass mixing alone
(τ = 500s) alone.

The upper limits on parameter κ that can be obtained by data analysis of exper-
iments [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46] are given in Ref. [87]. For the limits on the
TMM κµn obtained from these experiments see [87]. In the case when αnn′ and
κ are both present, the average probability of n→ n′ transition is given just by a
sum of terms (12) and (14)

In the following, let us chose ~B′ to be zero, in which case there remain three
parameters determining the probability of the n→ n′ process: αnn′ , κ and ~B. Fig. 1
illustrates the interplay between these parameters and their impact oscillation, tak-
ing αnn′ = 5.68×10−18 eV (τ = 500 s). For only TMM transitions when αnn′ = 0,
one has

Pnn′ = 2κ
2. (15)

Fig. 1 (right) compares the fraction of converted neutrons after having travelled
25 m in a vacuum for the case of a transition magnetic moment term and nonzero
mass mixing versus zero mass mixing.

The TMM can also lead to an enhanced n→ n′ transformation in a gas atmo-
sphere due to the creation of a positive Fermi potential along the neutron path [87].
A constant magnetic field ~B in the flight volume can be chosen such that for one
polarization of neutron it will provide a negative magnetic potential compensat-
ing the positive Fermi potential of the gas: VF = ~µ~B. Thus, for example, the
Fermi potential of air at Normal Temperature and Pressure corresponds to the
constant magnetic field of ∼ 10 G. Continuing to assume that |B′| = 0, the oscil-
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lation Hamiltonian becomes

H =

(
VF −µB αnn′+κµB

αnn′+κµB 0

)
. (16)

With a zero diagonal term (in the resonance) it will correspond to pure oscillation
with the probability:

Pnn′ = (αnn′+κµB)2t2 (17)

The probability due to the mass mixing term here is enhanced by the term due to
the TMM that is proportional to field B.

3.4. Conversions of neutrons to antineutrons via sterile neutrons
Sections 3.1 and 3.3 address the transformations of n→ n̄ and n→ n′, re-

spectively. However, should a sterile neutron sector exist, processes connecting
the visible and sterile sectors need not be restricted to the above processes, as
proposed in Refs. [72, 168]. It is essential to test the full range of conversions
between the sectors: n→{n′, n̄′},n̄→{n′, n̄′}, n′→{n, n̄} and n̄′→{n, n̄}

In principle, a transformation to four states mixed in the n, (n, n̄,n′, n̄′), in free
space without any fields can be described by the symmetric Hamiltonian

Ĥ =


mn +~µn~B εnn̄ αnn′ αnn̄′

εnn̄ mn−~µn~B αnn̄′ αnn′

αnn′ αnn̄′ mn′+~µn′~B′ εnn̄

αnn̄′ αnn′ εnn̄ mn′−~µn′~B′

 (18)

Here, εnn̄ is the nn̄ Majorana mass mixing parameter, and αnn′ and αnn̄′ are mass
mixing parameters for nn′ and for nn̄′ correspondingly. In the follwoing we ne-
glect possible TMM terms between n, n̄ and n′, n̄′ states, and assume mn′ = mn,
µn′ = µn.

Thus, in this case, the final state antineutron can be a result of the classical
n→ n̄ with mixing mass amplitude ε , and with baryon number change ∆B =−2
and probability Pn→n̄ = ε2

nn̄t2. It can also arise due to the second order oscillation
process: n→ n′ → n̄ with amplitude (αnn′αnn̄′) or n→ n̄′ → n̄ with amplitude
(αnn̄′αnn′) plus interference of all three channels. If εnn̄ is very small and αnn′

and αnn̄′ are relatively large, then n→ n̄ could be observed for a non-zero sterile
magnetic field. However, neither previous limits on free n→ n̄ oscillation from
experiments in which the magnetic field was suppressed [37], nor nuclear stability
limits from n→ n̄ conversion in nuclei [52] would be valid for this scenario, since
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a fixed field ~B compensating for the magnetic field in the sterile sector would be
needed to allow the full process n→ n′ → n̄ to proceed. In fact, n→ n̄ conver-
sion in free neutron experiments can emerge as second order process induced by
n→ n′ and n→ n′ conversions, with the probability Pnn̄(t)' Pnn′(t)Pnn̄′(t). Exist-
ing limits allow the oscillation times τnn′ and τnn̄′ to be as small as 1÷ 10 s (for
a summary of present experimental situation see [46]). Therefore, by properly
tuning the value of magnetic field B resonantly close to B′ (with precision of mG
or so) and thus achieving the quasi-free regime, the probability of induced n→ n̄
oscillation can be rendered as large as

Pnn̄(t) =
1
4

α
2
nn̄′α

2
nn̄′t

4 sin2
β =

sin2
β

4

( t
0.1 s

)4
(

102 s2

τnn′τnn̄′

)2

×10−8 (19)

where β is (unknown) angle between the directions of ~B and ~B′ [168]. Hence,
the probability of induced n→ n̄ transition can be be several orders of magnitude
larger than the present sensitivity in direct n→ n̄ conversion (7). Once again,
for achieving such enhancement, 10 orders of magnitude or perhaps more, the
magnetic field should not be suppressed but one must scan over its values and
directions for finding the resonance when magnitudes B≈ B′ and angle φ is non-
zero. In addition, different from direct nn̄ mixing, n→ n̄ transitions induced via
n→ n′ and n→ n′ mixings has a tiny effect on the stability of nuclei [168].

3.5. Antineutron-nucleon annihilation
The distribution of final states following n̄ annhilation in target nuclei Of crit-

ical importance for understanding the needs of the annihilation detector system
for the n→ n̄ (and n→ n′ → n̄) searches. To date, the target material has been
12C, with 4-5 pions in the final state, but their intranuclear origin and dynamics
can be significant. Studies of these effects have been made [169, 170, 123]. In
this approach, a model of elementary p̄N annihilation is used, described in detail
in [169, 123], taking into account ∼ 100 annihilation channels for p̄p and ∼ 80
channels for p̄n, including heavy resonances. The simulations of the elementary
annihilation agree well with p̄-p interaction data sets (for instance, see Table II
of [123]). For n̄N annihilation, it is assumed that annihilation channels for n̄n
are identical to p̄p, and annihilation channels for n̄p are charge conjugated to p̄n.
Thus, annihilation processes can indeed be considered for n̄p and n̄n. Further
computations model the particle transport through the nuclear medium (final state
interactions). The proposed model for N̄12C was tested on available experimental
data sets from p̄12C annihilations at rest, showing good agreement.
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Tab. 1 shows the simulated and measured particle multiplicities following
p̄12C interactions based on 10,000 Monte Carlo events. Pionic states dominate
after the decay of heavy resonances, and are in good agreement with experimen-
tal data. The total energy of the final state particles is also shown, for which the
measurement is well reproduced by the calculations.

M(π) M(π+) M(π−) M(π0) Etot (MeV) M(p) M(n)
p̄C Experiment 4.57±0.15 1.25±0.06 1.59±0.09 1.73±0.10 1758±59 —– —–
p̄C Simulation 4.60 1.22 1.65 1.73 1762 0.96 1.03

Table 1: A list of multiplicities M from experimental data and simulations taking into account p̄
annihilation branching ratios [170, 123] while also considering intranuclear (anti)nucleon poten-
tials with associated nucleon mass defects and nuclear medium response. Based on simulations of
10,000 events. Measurements of proton and neutron multiplicities were not made.
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Figure 2: Final state kinematic distributions for 10,000 p̄C simulated annihilation events at rest.
Top: momentum distribution of positively charged pions [123]. The solid histogram shows the
distribution generated from the simulation mentioned in Table 1, while the red histogram shows the
behavior when (anti)nucleon potentials and mass defects are not considered. Available pertinent
data are shown. Bottom: energy distribution of final state protons [170]. The solid line shows
the full spectrum and the dotted line represents the contribution from evaporative processes. All
points are taken from experimental data in [171, 172]. See [123] for detailed discussions.

The momentum distribution of positively charged pions is shown in Fig. 2.
The momentum peaks around∼ 250 MeV, albeit within a broad distribution which
extends up to around 1000 MeV. The data are reasonably well described by the
simulation. The figure also shows the distribution of kinetic energies of protons.
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As before the data are well described. The contribution from evaporative pro-
tons is also shown and is seen to correspond to low values of kinetic energy
(∼ 20 MeV). Given the agreement with data observed in Fig. 2, there is some
measure of confidence in the simulations of extranuclear n̄12C final states.

Fig. 3, which shows the total momentum of the final state system of emitted
mesons and photons versus the system’s total invariant mass. Owing to nuclear
effects (final state interactions, rescattering, absorption), the final state invariant
mass distribution for mesons and photons falls to less than 1 GeV, lower than
would be expected for a naive n̄N annihilation at around 1.9 GeV. The figure also
shows the distribution of invariant mass arising only from original annihilation
mesons before and after transport. The kinematic distributions shown in Figs. 2
and 3 have implications for the detection strategy of annihilation events.

Figure 3: Final state kinematic distributions following an extranuclear n̄C annihilation for 100,000
events using an antineutron potential as described in [123] (calculation number 2 therein). Left:
the final states’ sum total momentum of emitted pions and photons versus the total invariant mass
of the pion and photon system. or similar figures and discussions, see [52]. Right: one dimensional
distributions of the same invariant mass as at right. The purple histogram characterizes the initial
state’s invariant mass of all annihilations over the whole of the nucleus. The black histogram
shows the final state pions and photons’ after undergoing transport. Other colors show the origin
of the spectra’s structure, with the leftward march of the distributions arising from the annihilation
taking place further and further into the interior of the nucleus where isotropically distributed
Fermi motion can become large within zones of smaller radii (only some zones are shown). For
further details, see [170, 123].

4. Searches for neutron conversions

4.1. Previous searches for n→ n̄
As illustrated in Fig. 4, free (or extranuclear) searches consist of a beam of

focused free neutrons propagating in field-free (or quasi-free) regions to an an-
nihilation detector at which any antineutrons would annihilate with a thin target,
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Figure 4: Illustration of the principles of free (top) and bound (bottom) searches for n→ n̄ .

giving rise to a final state of charged pions and photons. Searches for free n→ n̄
oscillation have taken place at the Pavia Triga Mark II reactor[108, 109] and at
the ILL [110, 37]. The latter ILL search [37] provides the most competitive limit
for the free neutron oscillation time: ∼ 8.6×107s.

The figure of merit (FOM) of sensitivity for a free n→ n̄ search is best esti-
mated not by the oscillation time sensitivity but by the quantity below:

FOM = ∑
i

Nni · t
2
ni
∼< Nn · t2

n >, (20)

where Nni is the number of neutrons per unit time reaching the annihilation de-
tector after tni seconds of flight through a magnetically protected, quasi-free con-
ditioned vacuum region. As Eq. 7 shows, the probability of a conversion is pro-
portional to the (transit time)2. Thus FOM =< Nn · t2

n > is proportional to the
approximate number of the conversions per unit time in a neutron beam which
impinge on a target.

A high precision search therefore requires a large flux of slow neutrons pro-
duced at a low emission temperature which are allowed to propagate over a long
time prior to allow conversions to antineutrons. As shown in the subsequent Sec-
tions, these conditions are satisfied in searches at the ESS.
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Searches for n→ n̄ in bound neutrons in large volume detectors look for a
signature of pions and photons consistent with a n̄N annihilation event inside a
nucleus, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Searches have taken place at Homestake [114],
KGF [115], NUSEX [116], IMB [117], Kamiokande [118], Frejus [119], Soudan-
2 [120], the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory [121], and Super-Kamiokande [52,
53]. A signature of pions and photons consistent with a n̄N annihilation event was
sought, with Super-Kamiokande providing the most competitive search, for which
an inferred free neutron oscillation time lower limit of∼ 2.7×108s was obtained.
Super-Kamiokande has also searched for dinucleon decays to specific hadronic
final states, such as nn→ 2π0 and np→ π+π0, as well as dinucleon decays into
purely leptonic and lepton+photon final states [173, 174, 54]. Further limits on
BNV decays have been obtained by relating these types of decays [175, 133, 55,
29].

4.2. Previous searches for n→ n′

Two main experimental approaches are used to search for sterile neutrons:
measurements of neutrons trapped in a UCN bottle and measurements of beam
neutrons6. The principles behind these approaches are illustrated in Fig. 5. There
would be anomalous loss of neutrons from the UCN trap via their conversion to
sterile neutrons (Fig 5 (a)). With beam neutrons, experiments can look for the
regeneration of neutrons following a beam stop (Fig 5 (b)), an unexplained dis-
appearance of neutron flux (Fig 5 (c)) and n→ n̄ via a sterile neutron state. For
a comprehensive set of searches with both UCN and beam neutrons, the exper-
iments should scan as wide a range of magnetic fields as possible to induce a
neutron-sterile neutron transitions.

Early searches for sterile neutrons were performed using UCN gravitational
storage traps to correlate the possible disappearance of neutrons with the variation
of the laboratory magnetic fields [176, 40, 41, 44, 43, 177], assuming the Earth’s
magnetic field should be compensated to near zero (to satisfy the quasi-free con-
dition) to permit the n→ n′ process to occur. With this assumption, the best limit
for a free oscillation time τn→n′was obtained by [44], where τn→n′ ≥ 448 s (90
% CL). More recent measurements and analyses [45, 42] have accounted for the
possibility of a modest sterile sector magnetic field by including a wider variation

6In principle, although large volume experiments could have a sensitivity to sterile neutrons,
searches for sterile neutron-induced destabilised neutrons are problematic. Any interpretation of
results would depend strongly on the composition and properties of the dark sector to which a
sterile neutron would belong [17].
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Figure 5: Illustration of the principles of searches for sterile neutrons in a UCN trap (a) and for
beam neutrons. Regeneration, disappearance and n→ {n̄,n′} → n̄ modes for neutrons along a
beamline are shown in (b),(c), and (d) respectively.

of the laboratory magnetic field B in the UCN traps. From the analysis of all ex-
isting UCN experimental data, the lower limits on τn→n′ as a function of |B′| were
obtained [46] in the range of tens of seconds for the sterile sector magnetic fields
less than ∼ 0.3 G. However, one UCN experiment [41, 44] reanalyzed in [45] has
reported a non-zero asymmetry with a significance of 5σ in the storage time of
unpolarized neutrons in a Be-coated trap when a laboratory magnetic field was
regularly changed from +0.2 G to −0.2 G. This anomalous result was interpreted
[45] as a n→ n′ oscillation signal with the asymmetry caused by the variation of
the angle β between vectors of magnetic fields of sterile and laboratory fields, B′
and ±B. Thus, n→ n′ transitions with e.g. τn→n′ ∼ 30 s are not excluded for a
region of |B′| ∼ 0.25 G.
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5. Overview of ESS

The European Spallation Source, ESS, currently under construction in Lund [178],
will be the world’s most powerful facility for research using neutrons. It will have
a higher useful flux of neutrons than any research reactor, and its neutron beams
will have a brightness that is up to two orders of magnitude higher than at any
existing neutron source.

ESS is organised as a European Research Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC)
and currently has 13 member states: Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, France,
Germany, Hungary, Italy, Norway, Poland, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the
United Kingdom. Sweden and Denmark are the host countries, providing nearly
half of the budget for the construction phase. More than half of the budget from
the non-host countries is in the form of in-kind contributions, meaning that the
countries are delivering components to the facility (accelerator, target, integrated
control system and neutron scattering systems) rather than cash.

The project has been driven by the neutron-scattering community, and the
construction budget includes 15 instruments covering a wide range of topics in
neutron science. ESS will also offer opportunities for fundamental physics with
neutrons, for instance as described in this paper.

Most of the existing spallation neutron sources use a linear accelerator to ac-
celerate particles to high energy. The particles are stored in an accumulator ring
and are then extracted in a short pulse to the spallation target. A notable exception
is SINQ at PSI, which uses a cyclotron that produces a DC beam on the spallation
target. ESS will use a linear accelerator but no accumulator ring, and it will thus
have longer neutron pulses. This will allow more neutrons to be produced for a
given budget, and for most studies in neutron scattering the long pulses will not
be at any disadvantage, often rather the opposite. For experiments in fundamental
physics where total integrated flux is a main figure of merit, the ESS concept is
clearly of major benefit.

The high neutron flux at ESS is also due to the fact that it will have the world’s
most powerful particle accelerator, in terms of MW of beam on target. It will
have a proton beam of 62.5 mA accelerated to 2 GeV, with most of the energy
gain coming from superconducting RF cavities cooled to 2 K. Together with a
14 Hz pulse structure, each pulse being 2.86 ms long, this gives 5 MW average
power and 125 MW of peak power. For proton energies around a few GeV, the
neutron production is nearly proportional to beam power, so the ratio between
beam current and beam energy is to a large extent the result of a cost optimisation,
while the pulse structure is set by requirements from neutron science.
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The neutrons are produced when the protons hit a rotating tungsten target. The
target wheel consists of sectors of tungsten blocks inside a stainless-steel disk. It
is cooled by helium gas, and it rotates at approx. 0.4 Hz, such that successive
beam pulses hit adjacent sectors, allowing adequate heat dissipation and limiting
radiation damage. Fig. 6 shows a cut-out of the target monolith, having the tung-
sten wheel in the centre. High-energy spallation neutrons are slowed down in an
adjacent cold neutron moderator surrounded by a beryllium reflector, exiting the
moderator-reflector system to be fed to beam extraction points placed within the
monolith wall. The monolith extends to a radius of 5.5 m and contains 3.5 m of
steel shielding extending from the beamline opening that are located 2 m after the
moderator center.

The neutron radiation dose coming out of the monolith is substantial, and fur-
ther shielding is needed in the structure referred to as “the bunker". The bunker,
comprised mainly of concrete, ensures that dose levels at the outer bunker surface
are less than 3µSv/h. Within the bunker, neutron beams are delivered to multiple
instruments, which are distributed in two wide angle regions on both sides of the
target area. Neutrons from the monolith are fed into neutron guides in the bunker,
pass through the bunker wall, and, ultimately, on to ESS instruments. In addition
to the shielding, the bunker contains components related to the instruments such
as guides, choppers, shutters and collimators [179].

In Fig. 7, an overview of the ESS beamlines and instruments is shown. There
are 15 instruments currently under construction at ESS, representing only a subset
of the full 22-instrument suite required for the facility to fully realize its scien-
tific objectives as defined in ESS statutes. In addition to the 15 instruments, a
test beamline will be installed among the very first instruments which serves the
primary purpose to characterise the target-reflector-moderator system, verifying
the performance of the neutron source at the start of operations. It also allows to
test and develop relevant neutron technologies. Regarding instruments 16-22, an
ESS analysis of the facility’s scientific diversity has identified that the addition
of a fundamental physics beamline is of the highest priority [180]. The location
of the foreseen ESS fundamental physics beamline, HIBEAM/ANNI at beamport
E5, is shown. The prospective beamline from the LBP leading to NNBAR is also
shown, though would extend far beyond the radii of other instruments.

5.1. ESS timescales and power usage projections
In 2018, a re-optimisation of the ESS schedule took place, due mainly to the

fact that the original ESS timeline was established before construction began in
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Figure 6: Top: the ESS target monolith.Bottom: the ESS target monolith and bunker, view from
above.
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Figure 7: Overview of the ESS, beamlines and instruments. The locations for the proposed HI-
BEAM and NNBAR experiments are also shown.

2014, and so was impacted by building delays resulting from ESS’s implemen-
tation of updated seismic and security standards adopted in recent years within
Sweden (and globally). This has primarily impacted the design and construction
of the ESS Target Building, as the strengthened standards were formulated in the
aftermath of the Fukushima accident, and amid a general increase in concern over
global security threats. Following this new baseline, the new plan has the goal to
start instrument commissioning in 2022, with early scientific experiments to be
carried out on the first three instruments as soon as possible thereafter. The Start
Of the User Programme (SOUP) at ESS is expected to begin in 2023, as seen in the
ESS overall Schedule after re-baselining shown in Fig. 8. In the ESS initial stages
(July 2022-December 2023), the first neutrons will be produced from the target
at very low beam power, where commissioning will include ramp up and testing
from Accelerator, Target and Integrated Control Systems (ICS). As also shown in
Fig. 8, the ESS is approximately 60% along its development and commissioning
path. The planned ESS ramp up time frame is shown in Tab. 2.
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Figure 8: The ESS overall schedule after re-baselining. Milestones are shown, as is the current
stage of development.

Jan. 2024 Jan. 2025 Jan. 2026 Jan. 2027
Source operator power (MW) > 0.57 1.25 2 2

Source availability 80% 85% 90% 95%
Source installed capacity (MW) 1 2 2 2

Instruments in operation 3 8 12 15
Days of neutron production 200 minus long 200 minus long 200 200

shutdown days shutdown days

Table 2: Target values for the ramp up of the ESS accelerator and instrument availability.

5.2. Moderator
The configuration of the ESS neutron source and moderator systems present

excellent opportunities for the fundamental physics research of HIBEAM and
NNBAR. This is achieved thanks to the high brightness of the ESS source, the
configuration of the beam extraction system, and the upgradeability options avail-
able for the source which are attractive for proposed fundamental physics applica-
tions. The upper and lower moderators have been designed for the initial suite of
16 instruments (15 neutron scattering instruments, plus the test beamline, located
at W11, the same position as NNBAR). The design of the moderators is fully de-
scribed in [181] and [182]. The features of interest for HIBEAM and NNBAR
include the following:
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Figure 9: The beamport systems of ESS arranged around the moderators. Note that neutron beam
extraction is possible above and below the target. The location for the proposed HIBEAM experi-
ment is at beamport E5. The location for the proposed NNBAR experiment is at beamports N10,
W11 and W10.

1. The retaining of a monolith configuration for shielding openings and beam
extraction ports such that moderators can be placed above and below the
tungsten target. However, a design optimization for the initial instrument
suite led to the choice of a single (upper) moderator system, leaving open
an option for future upgrades below the target useful for NNBAR.

2. The upper cold parahydrogen moderator is 3cm thick, with a shape opti-
mized for beam extraction in the 42 beamports arranged in two 120◦sectors,
as seen in Fig. 9. For HIBEAM/NNBAR, the total available width of the
moderator for beam extraction is about 17cm.

3. Moderators are placed in plugs that are replaced frequently (the average
lifetime of a moderator system at full power is presently assessed to be ∼ 1
year)

4. In consideration of possible future upgrades and fundamental physics exper-
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Figure 10: A cross sectional view of the target/moderator area, including the inner shielding.

iments like NNBAR (which may need a larger moderator system), the inner
shielding openings have been designed to be taller at the bottom than at the
top of the tungsten target. A cross sectional view of the region of the target
showing the moderators, inner shielding, and beam extraction openings is
shown in Fig. 10.

The HIBEAM experiment will use the upper moderator. By the time the exper-
iment starts, it is expected that the Mark II moderator (“butterfly-1”), optimized
for maximum cold brightness to all the instruments, will be in place. This mod-
erator’s main characteristic is its reduced height (3cm) compared to its lateral
dimensions (∼ 24cm), which was found to deliver maximum brightness to the
sample areas across the instrument suite [181, 182].

A design study, termed HighNESS, is set to begin for a new cold neutron
source and associated instruments at the ESS, including NNBAR. This is funded
as a Research and Innovation Action within the EU Horizon 2020 program [183,
184]. A liquid deuterium moderator is envisaged which provides a high-flux,
slow-neutron source required by NNBAR. This would be of benefit both to NNBAR
and neutron scattering experiments for the following reasons: 1) NNBAR is an ex-
periment limited to a few years of operation, and the rather frequent change of the
moderator/reflector plugs is also in favor of the use of a dedicated moderator for
NNBAR; 2) A large moderator for NNBAR may have other applications of in-
terest at ESS, which could include neutron scattering (e.g., for neutron spin-echo
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Upper Lower
Moderator temperature 20K 20K
Total beam extraction 17×3cm2 25×20 cm2

window at moderator face
Moderator time average 5×1013 ncm−2s−1sr−1 1.5×1013 ncm−2s−1sr−1

brightness (E < 20 meV)
Moderator time average 2.5×1015 ns−1sr−1 7.5×1015 ns−1sr−1

intensity (E < 20 meV)

Table 3: Parameters of the upper moderator, and possible parameters for the lower moderator,
of relevance for HIBEAM/NNBAR. Note that the lower moderator’s 2H brightness and intensity
values are highly approximate estimates at this stage of research and design, while expected values
for the upper moderator are more precise [181].

imaging) or for ultracold neutron production.
The lower moderator to be used by the NNBAR experiment should be tailored

specifically for high-intensity neutron extraction, unlike other ESS moderators
which are generally developed for brightness. This high intensity can be achieved
by increasing the dimensions of the moderator. However, it has been shown [181]
that a 3cm parahydrogen moderator already delivers about 80% of the maximum
intensity achievable by increasing the moderator height. The only way to have a
worthwhile increase in intensity is by using a different type of moderator. The
choice under study is a liquid 2H moderator, similar to what is used at a reactor
source like the ILL (also in dimensions), or at the SINQ facility. Preliminary stud-
ies of this options were performed in [185], indicating an increase in intensity of
a factor of ∼ 3 compared to a 3cm flat moderator. This increase in intensity is re-
lated to the overall larger dimensions, as well as the absence of neutron absorption
in deuterium. However, it should be noted that the response time of the deuterium
is considerably longer than for hydrogen, making the use of such a moderator
not optimal for some applications at a pulsed source (even a long pulse), but this
should not be a problem for NNBAR.

Some possible parameters of the neutron source for HIBEAM and NNBAR
are listed in Tab. 3.

5.2.1. The Large Beam Port for NNBAR
In the current baseline design of the ESS monolith, a critical provision has

been made for the NNBAR experiment. A normal ESS beamport would be too
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Figure 11: Top view of the NNBAR beamport.

small for NNBAR to reach its ambitious sensitivity goals. Therefore, part of the
beam extraction system in the ESS monolith has been engineered so that a large
frame covering the size of three beamports will be constructed. Initially, the frame
will be filled by three regular-size beamports plus additional shielding for other
experiments, including the ESS test beamline. The three beamports can be re-
moved to provide a Large Beam Port to NNBAR for the duration of the exper-
iment, and eventually replaced at the end of the experiment. Two views of the
beam extraction region at the NNBAR beamport are shown in Figs. 10 and 11,
both from the moderator to the monolith exit. At the time of this writing, no other
existing or planned neutron facility will have a large beam port of similar dimen-
sions, making the ESS the ideal and site for a full scale NNBAR experiment.

6. ANNI beamline

The search for n→ n̄ with a sensitivity ∼ 1000 times higher than in the pre-
vious ILL-based experiments [37] remains an ultimate goal of the NNBAR col-
laboration. Due to the commissioning schedule of ESS, the floor for the start
of construction of n→ n̄ experiment might be available not earlier than by year
2026 and the designed power of 5 MW could be obtainable after year 2030. The
NNBAR Collaboration would exploit the opportunity of low-power operation and
commissioning time of ESS during the intervening years to exploit opportunities
at the ESS to search for sterile neutrons, at the HIBEAM stage of the experiment
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using the ESS beamline developed by ANNI Collaboration [39]. As shown in
Section 2, the physics of n→ n′ is close to and possibly generically related to
the n→ n̄ process. Several smaller scale and relatively inexpensive experiments
can be made in this area. A further goal of HIBEAM is the development of a
search for n→ n̄, albeit at a likely lower sensitivity than that achieved by the ILL
experiment. The pilot experiment will enable detector research and development
together with background mitigation techniques, necessary for the full NNBAR
experiment.

This Section is organised as follows. First, the ANNI beamline is described,
followed by the searches for neutron conversion processes involving sterile neu-
trons.

6.1. ANNI beamline and beam properties
Ample discussion on the properties and usage of the ANNI beamline for fun-

damental physics searches has been considered in [39]. Fig. 12 gives a schematic
outline of the ESS/ANNI fundamental physics beamport. Neutrons emerging
from the moderator pass through a guide system (Fig. 13) and then into an ex-
perimental area (Fig. 12 ) with a length of around 54 m and a width of around 5
m (visualized here without all other experimental apparatuses in the hall). Due to
the beam hall size constraints, there would be very limited room to use focusing
reflectors to increase sensitivity for n oscillation searches. HIBEAM considera-
tions are thus minimally based on the full-length beamline with possible aperture
collimation.
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Figure 12: A schematic overview of the ANNI fundamental physics beamline floor plan which
would be used in HIBEAM. The figure is adapted from [39].

Figure 13: A basic schematic overview of the optimized vertically-curved n guide system used
in the ANNI design preventing direct sight of the cold moderator, thus reducing backgrounds, as
discussed in [39].

Simulations using the ESS butterfly moderator design in MCSTAS 2.4 [186]
have been performed by ANNI Collaboration, fully modeling the S-curved n
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guide in a background-reduced, cold-spectrum selected, beam-shape-optimized
way [39]. MCSTAS output of n source file with coordinates, momenta, and weights
of the neutrons normalized to one initial proton with energy 2 GeV on the ESS
tungsten target transported through the ANNI beam optics to the collimator exit
at z = 22 m was produced. Fig. 14 shows the spectrum of velocities of neutrons
from this simulation flying through ANNI beamline.

As seen in Figs. 15, the initial beam characterization shows a large swath of
slow neutrons over the beam length of 50 m having larger divergence at smaller
velocities. Most neutrons do not fall outside a 1.5m radius (angle ≤ 1.72 degree),
though even that would constitute an enormous and financially untenable detector.
Thus there is a sacrifice of a fraction of the valuable slowest neutrons by choosing
a detector with a practical radius of 0.25 m - 0.50 m. Assuming 1 MW of operating
power, simulations show an absolute beam normalization of 1.5×1011n/s (at the
beamport exit). For a conservatively designed 1-m diameter detector downstream
of the 50-m propagation length, this flux becomes 6.4× 1010n/s. This is without
the installation of any further beam optimization or neutron reflectors, no lowering
of the detector due to gravitational drop or optimisation of beampipe-shape, and
assuming an inherently perfect detector efficiency.

Figure 14: The incident beam velocity spectrum coming from the ANNI/HIBEAM beamport. The
results use a simulation event file provided by the authors of [39].
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Figure 15: The ANNI beam divergence as a function of velocity at a distance of 50m from the
beamport is shown; gravity is taken into account, and the entire flux (irrespective of any virtual
detector’s ∼ ∞ size) is considered. The results use a simulation event file provided by the authors
of [39], and includes the effects of gravity.

Fig. 16 shows a top-view of the neutron tracks estimated by PHITS due to
the interaction of the ANNI neutron beam with the carbon-12 target. Most of
the neutrons pass directly through the target, or are scattered at it and a smaller
fraction, given its relatively lower cross section, are absorbed, a process which
induce the emission of MeV photons. The origin of the coordinate system is in
the experimental area, after ANNI’s curved guide extraction, i.e., it is located in
the so-called "available envelope" shown in Fig. 12.
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Figure 16: A top view of the the ANNI neutron beam tracks obtained by PHITS. The origin of the
coordinate system is in the experimental area, after ANNI’s curved guide extraction. Gravitational
effects are not taken into account, but do little to effect this view.

Fig. 17 shows a cross-sectional view of the ANNI neutrons at the annihilation
target. The observed neutron interference pattern is caused by the different bounce
distances the ANNI neutrons take when being transported through the S-curved
guide.

Figure 17: A cross section view of the target region showing the ANNI neutron beam tracks
obtained by PHITS. The observed interference-like pattern is due to bounce-to-detector distances
along ANNI’s S-shaped curved guide. The black circle at the origin represents the prospective 1m
diameter 12C target. Gravitational changes to this distribution are not included for simplicity in
PHITS, but are marginal within the detector region.

The capabilities of the HIBEAM beamline can be further contextualized when
the full final flux is considered as a function of a detector radius, as seen in Fig.
18. This hints at the need for greater beam control via n reflectors. However,
space constraints will limit this prospect.
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Figure 18: The smoothed total unreflected flux per 1MW of spallation power for the ANNI beam-
line as a function of final detector radius assuming 50m of flight.

7. Searches for sterile neutrons at HIBEAM

The envisaged program is based on the theoretical possibilities for n→ n′ de-
scribed in Section 3.3. The program will include, but will not be limited to the
following experiments with each being able to be performed for relatively short
times at the ANNI beamline. Sections 7.1 to 7.4 (Sections 7.6 and 7.7) cover
searches for evidence of sterile neutrons generated by mass mixing (a non-zero
TMM). As shown in this Section, by employing complementary configurations
for sterile neutron searches, a characterisation of the sterile neutron mixing sector
can be made in the event of a discovery. Section 7.4 describes a search for neu-
trons transforming to antineutrons via a sterile neutron state in a regeneration-style
experiment. This provides a well-motivated opportunity to refine the technical
approach to the high efficiency detection of antineutron annihilation events with
small backgrounds. Taken together, the range of experiments envisaged enables a
discovery made with one set-up to be supported by an observation of a signal with
a different experimental configuration.
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7.1. Search for n→ n′ via disappearance.
This search looks for n→ n′, n̄′ and is sensitive to a scenario in which at least

one of the mass mixing parameters αnn′ and βnn̄′ (see Eq. 18) is non-zero. The
search assumes the presence of an unknown sterile magnetic field B′ which would
be matched by a magnetic field in the visible sector.

A schematic overview of the experiment is shown in the Fig. 19. A more
detailed diagram showing all relevant apparatus is shown, together with a simpler
schematic picture illustrating the basic principles of the search. Neutrons propa-
gate along an Al vacuum tube of length around 50m and varying diameter and the
neutron rates at the start and the end of the propagation zone are measured. The
symbol M represents a current-integrating beam monitor with efficiency 20 – 30
%. The symbol C represents a current-integrating beam absorption counter with
an efficiency ∼100 %. The assumed beam intensity used here and for subsequent
HIBEAM projections is 6.4×1010n/s. The sterile magnetic field is assumed to be
constant, uniform, and not exceeding the magnitude of Earth magnetic field [18].
The measurements of the change of neutron flux will be made for a range of axial
laboratory magnetic field values in different directions for the range from −0.5G
to +0.5G with a step of few mG, a few times less than the resonance width. Thus,
the counting rate (determined by charge integration) of the counter C in Fig. 19
will be controlled by the magnitude of magnetic field. The charge integrating
counter M will monitor variations of the beam intensity independent of variations
of magnetic field.
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Figure 19: Schematic overviews of the n→ n′ search by disappearance at HIBEAM. Top: dia-
gram showing apparatus components and flux values. Bottom: diagram of a simplified schematic
illustrating the basic principles of the search. The symbol M represents a current-integrating beam
monitor with efficiency 20 – 30 %. The symbol C represents a current-integrating beam absorption
counter with an efficiency ∼100 %. An axial magnetic field is applied in different directions in
the two tubes (shown by the up and down arrows within the parentheses).

The detection of a resonance would appear as the reduction of the total count-
ing rate in the C/M ratio vs |B−B′|. This experimental signal is sensitive to
multiple parameters of the sterile sector. From this measurement, a limit on the
mass mixing parameter ε , or the n→ n′ oscillation time τdis

n→n′ , can be extracted.
A positive signal would indicate not only the existence of the sterile state n′, but
also the existence of sterile photons γ ′, required for the transformation to occur at
non-zero B′. With more detailed scans, the 3-dimensional direction of the sterile
magnetic field B′ can be established. As also shown in Refs. [160, 187], the dis-
appearance method is the most statistically sensitive approach for setting a limit
on ε or τdis

n→n′ .
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Figure 20: Sensitivity at 95% CL for the discovery of τdis
n→n′ (disappearance, “DIS") and τ

reg
n→n′

(regeneration, “REG") for various detector radii for the nominal 1MW HIBEAM/ANNI flux at
50m. A background rate of 1n/s is assumed for the regeneration search. Plots have been smoothed.

Measurements of n→ n′ disappearance with a cold n beam will require full
magnetic control in the flight volume of the vacuum tube shown in Fig. 19. The
3D magnetic field should be uniform and be preset to the desired 3D value in any
direction with accuracy better than 2 mG in the range from 0 mG to ∼ 500mG,
presenting a technical challenge for this experiment. Another challenge will be
the construction of the charge-integrating counters which can achieve a measured
charge proportional to the n flux with high accuracy, typically 10−7. It has been
recently shown [188] that such stability and accuracy can be achieved with a 3He
detector in charge-integration mode. Measurements for positive and negative B-
field magnitudes would allow the determination of the oscillation time τdis

n→n′ in-
dependently of the value of the unknown angle β between the vectors B and B′,
as well as an estimate of the angle β itself.

The dependence of the sensitivity of n→ n′ searches on the properties of the
beam and apparatus can be rather complex given the regenerative nature of the
oscillation under certain magnetic field conditions, n monitor efficiencies, and en-
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vironmental background rates. The sensitivity for low magnetic field disappear-
ance in the absence of visible resonance signal was best (if briefly) discussed in
[160], but are reiterated here. For disappearance, the main dependencies concern
the bare and square-normalized integrals of the neutron velocity spectrum, S(v):

J0 =
∫

S(v)dv, J2 =
∫ S(v)

v2 dv (21)

which are then used to calculate the lower limit for the n→ n′ oscillation time,
τdis

n→n′:
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where T (s) is the accumulated time for each individual magnetic field measure-
ment point, ε is the n-monitor efficiency (taken to be e.g. 30%), L (m) the length
of magnetically controlled flight, the g-factor parameterizes the confidence level
(for instance, g95% = 3.283) obtained from statistical simulations, and K is the
number of ”zero-effect" measurements (e.g. at magnetic field B = 0) exceeding
the time T for the effect measurement by factor K. This calculation is based on
the single maximum deviation of one of the +B and−B folded together measured
points from the mean value of 200 individual measurements of the ratio C/M.
With appropriate calculation of J0 and J2 (see Eq. 21), Eq. 22 can be used for
scaling different measurements and configurations at the same beamline. How-
ever, better limits can be obtained with more detailed analysis based on the line
shape fit to experimental magnetic field scan data.

The structure of Eqs. 22 is mainly analytical in origin, though their depen-
dence upon factors of g was ascertained by thousands of independent Monte
Carlo experiments. To obtain signal sensitivity to a 95% CL with 200 separate
magnetic field point measurements and an additional 25 background runs with
equidistributed run folding over a finite magnetic field range (eg [−200,200]mG),
a (conservative) background of 1 n/s, a 30% n monitor efficiency, and two 25m
magnetically controlled sections of beamline, the sensitivity in oscillation time
τn→n′ can be calculated for various detector radii over different periods of running
without any exploitation of the pulsed beam time-structure. One ESS operating
year is considered to be approximately 200 days (see Tab. 2) when discounting
for routine maintenance and seasonal shutdowns. The sensitivity of the disappear-
ance method as a function of detector radius for τdis

n→n′ is shown in Fig. 20 together
with sensitivities for regeneration modes (discussed in Sections 7.2 and 7.3).
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Fig. 21 shows the current limits from bound neutrons together with the ex-
pected sensitivity of the HIBEAM experiment (in the disappearance mode) after
one year’s ESS running for a power usage of 1MW. Increases in sensitivity of
greater than an order of magnitude are possible depending on the value of the
magnetic field used. It can be seen that HIBEAM covers a wide range of oscil-
lation times for a given magnetic field value (up to and beyond an order of mag-
nitude) which are unexplored by UCN-based experiments and free of the model
assumptions of those searches. In the limit of a vanishing TMM it would reduce
to the form given in Eq. 4.1, implying a sensitivity for an observation which can
increase quadratically with the observation time. However, the possible contribu-
tion of a TMM complicates this picture (Section 3.3). For simplicity, the figure of
merit of sensitivity when comparing experiments is therefore taken here to be the
oscillation time.
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Figure 21: Excluded neutron oscillation times in grey for n→ n′ from UCN experiments [40, 177,
42, 45, 46] as a function of the magnetic field B′. The projected sensitivity in yellow for HIBEAM
(disappearance mode) is also shown for one year’s running at the ESS assuming a power of 1MW.
The HIBEAM sensitivity region should also be taken correspond to the area representing UCN
limits, where there is overlap.

It should be noted that the interpretations and limits rely on the experimental
assumptions, which may be poorly understood, for neutron collisions on UCN
material trap walls. This source of systematic uncertainty can be removed by
performing dedicated searches with propagating cold neutrons in a magnetic field,
as planned for the HIBEAM experiment.

High precision searches for n→ n′ are also being pursued using UCN at PSI
by the nEDM Collaboration [189] albeit for the magnetic field range B < 0.2 G
so far considered. A series of searches for n→ n′ conversions due to various
processes along a beamline (e.g. Fig. 5) are planned at the High Flux Isotope
Reactor (HFIR) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory [187, 190]. The higher beam
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intensity of ESS and the longer available flight paths will allow exploring these
mechanisms with higher sensitivity at ESS than at the HFIR reactor.

7.2. Search for the regenerative n→ n′→ n process
The regeneration search derives from a similar theoretical basis as the disap-

pearance search [160, 187] but corresponds to a two-stage process with a conse-
quently quadratically smaller probability. In the first stage the n→ n′ transfor-
mation takes place in an intense cold n beam at the quasi-free environment limit
corresponding to |B−B′| ∼ 0. The n beam will be blocked by a high suppres-
sion beam absorber, but the sterile n′ will continue unabated through the absorber.
In a second volume behind the absorber (stage two) under the same condition of
|B−B′| ∼ 0, the n′→ n transformation produces detectable n′s with momentum
conserved, as though the totally-absorbing wall were not present. The resonance-
behaviour depends primarily on the magnitude of the laboratory B; if the vectors
of B and B′ are not well aligned, i.e. the angle β 6= 0, the oscillation can still occur
with somewhat reduced amplitude [18]. This feature provides a robust systematic
check for the experiment: oscillations can be turned off simply by changing the
magnitude of B out-of-resonance in the volume before and/or after absorber. Tak-
ing measurements at the positive and negative magnitudes of the field B in both
volumes (four combinations) allows for a determination of the oscillation time
independent of the angle β .

A schematic overview of the principle of the regeneration experiment is shown
in Fig. 23. The lowest possible n-background rate in the counter R will be im-
portant for a high sensitivity of regeneration search in B-scan, and sufficiently
shielding R represents an important challenge for this measurement.
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Figure 22: Sensitivity at 95% CL on the oscillation time as a function of the apparent background
count for regeneration searches, τn→n′→n and τn→n̄′→n, in a low magnetic field configuration after
50m of flight shown for a 0.5m radius detector for the nominal 1MW HIBEAM/ANNI flux.

The observation of the resonance in the B-scan would be defined by a sudden
appearance of regenerated n’s when the B−B′ = 0 condition in both volumes is
met. Like with disappearance, a positive signal would be a demonstration of the
n′→ n transformation as well as the existence of the sterile n′ and γ ′. The require-
ment of matching conditions in both volumes ensures this type of measurement is
significantly more robust to systematic uncertainties that could cause a false signal
to be observed, and provides an unambiguous test of that hypothesis.
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Search for 𝑛 → 𝑛′ and mirror ′
Regeneration scheme
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→
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3D magnetic control coils

Two vacuum Al tube with dia. 1 m and length 25 m. 𝑁 – (green) low efficiency 
beam monitor. R − (blue) 3He high-efficiency low background counter. S – (solid black) 
beam absorber with 𝑛-beam suppression better than 1: 1012. Used beam 
intensity 6.4 × 1010 𝑛/𝑠.
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→

𝐴𝑁 3D magnetic control coils

0

3D magnetic control coils

𝑉

Two vacuum Al tube with dia. 1 m and length 25 m. 𝑁 – (green) low efficiency beam 
monitor. A − annihilation tracking detector with carbon foil target (blue) seeing 
annihilation ത𝑛𝐶 event. V – cosmic veto system.  Used beam intensity 6.4 × 1010 𝑛/𝑠.
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𝐵 ⟼ ↑ , ↓ 𝐵 ⟼ ↓ , ↑

𝑆

Figure 23: A simplified schematic of the n→ n′ → n and n→ n̄′ → n regeneration searches.
Two vacuum Al tubes with lengths 25 m are shown. The symbol N represents a low efficiency
beam monitor, R shows a 3He high-efficiency low-background counter and S is a beam absorber.
An axial magnetic field is applied in different directions (shown by up and down arrows within
parentheses) in the two vacuum tubes, and the configurations can be alternated to choose between
hypothetically identical (opposite) magnetic moments of n and n′ (n̄′).

For the regeneration experiments, in the absence of an observed signal above
background level, an upper limit on the oscillation time τ

reg
n→n′ can be established

from a statistical analysis. This limit was parameterized in [160] through the
quartic-normalized integral of the velocity spectrum

J4 =
∫ S(v)

v4 dv (23)

providing the following estimate for the oscillation n→ n′ time:

τ
reg
n→n′ >

(√
4T · L4

4g
√

n̄b
· J4

) 1
4

(24)

where n̄b is the average background rate in the detector R (see Fig. 23) in n/s.
This calculation is again based on the single maximum deviation of one of the
folded magnetic scan of 200 measurements and T is time for one individual mea-
surement. Running over possible values of this background rate, the behavior of
the upper oscillation limit can be constructed and is shown in Fig. 22. It should
be noted that the regeneration mode searches are susceptible to environmental
background rates only due to full beam absorption at the halfway-point of the
beamline. From Eq. (24), it can be seen that the length L of each of two vac-
uum tubes in the regeneration scheme is the only parameter that can essentially
increase the limit for τ

reg
n→n′ . The regeneration oscillation time sensitivity is lower

for the same running time than for the disappearance mode as the former (latter) is
a two-transitions (one-transitions) process. However, both processes are comple-
mentary with different experimental configurations and neither sharing the same
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sets of experimental uncertainties. Furthermore, any observation in the disappear-
ance mode could be verified by a regeneration experiment running for a longer
time.

7.3. Search for n→ n̄′→ n
As discussed in Section 3.3, the symmetry between ordinary matter and mirror

matter in general allows a range of transformations between the visible and sterile
neutron sectors, beyond the simple n→ n′ process which is tackled in Sections 7.1
and 7.2. A neutron can be transformed into a mirror antineutron which then regen-
erates back to a detectable n state: n→ n̄′→ n. Since the angular momentum of
the neutron is conserved, the magnetic moment of the mirror antineutron will be
oppositely aligned to the magnetic moment of the sterile neutron due to the mirror
CPT theorem. Therefore, a resonance should be observed when magnetic fields in
the first and second flight tubes are opposite in direction. This field configuration
is included in the anticipated set of measurements shown in Fig. 23. This search
will therefore be be made as a complement to n→ n′→ n discussed in Section 7.2
and with a similar sensitivity.

7.4. Search for n→ n̄ by regeneration through mirror states.
Searches for n→ n̄ assume that the transformation occurs via mixing with

a non-zero mass amplitude εnn̄ term. This necessitates the need for magnetic
shielding in a search. However, n→ n̄ can also arise due to the second order
oscillation processes: n→ n′→ n̄ and n→ n̄′→ n̄, with an amplitude comprising a
(βnn̄′αnn′) and interference terms. The earlier body of searches [108, 109, 110, 37]
for free n→ n̄ would be insensitive to this scenario.

A schematic layout of the search for n→ n̄ through regeneration is shown in
Fig.24. Construction of the n̄ annihilation detector at the end of second vacuum
volume will be required for this experiment.

A search for n→ n̄ through regeneration is a complement to the classic n→
n̄ search assuming no sterile neutron mixing. Discussion of the details of the
annihilation detector is therefore deferred to Section 8.2 where it is described in
the context of the classic n→ n̄ search.
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Search for 𝑛 → 𝑛′ and mirror ′
Regeneration scheme
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Figure 24: n→ [n′, n̄′]→ n̄ regeneration search schematic. Two vacuum Al tubes with diameter
1m are used. The symbol N represents a low efficiency beam monitor, A shows an annihilation
tracking detector enclosing a carbon foil target to capture the annihilation n̄C event, all of which is
surrounded by V , a cosmic veto system. An axial magnetic field is applied in different directions
in the two tubes.

7.5. Complementarity of searches for sterile neutrons generated via mass mixing
The program of searches has the potential to both make a fundamental discov-

ery of a dark sector and to quantify the processes underpinning the observations.
For example, if the search discussed in Section 7.1 would detect a signal in the
disappearance mode, this would imply a disappearance for all possible final states
of the oscillating neutrons. Since the magnetic moment of a neutron is oppositely
aligned to that of an antineutron due to CPT theorem (and as for sterile neutron
and antineutrons), it will be advantageous to use non-polarized beams. Here, the
compensation B = B′ would imply transformations to n̄,n′, n̄′ for different initial
polarization states of neutrons. In regeneration searches, all four magnetic field
combinations in two flight volumes would be possible, with±B1 versus±B2 used
to detect all possible channels of n→ regeneration and n→ n̄ due to mixing mass
constants αnn′ and βnn̄′ .

7.6. Search for regeneration through a neutron transition magnetic moment (gra-
dients method)

As discussed in Section 3.3 and shown in Eq. 15, the probability of the process
n↔ n′ due to a TMM with magnitude κ for sufficiently large magnetic fields is ap-
proximately constant, Pn′ = κ2. Due to the independence of Pn′ on the magnitude
of magnetic fields the oscillating (n,n′) system can travel through strong magnetic
fields with large gradients while retaining the same probability of transformation.
The gradients of the magnetic field potential µ ·B(r) in a classical sense causes a
force acting only upon the neutron part of the (n,n′) system, but not on the ster-
ile neutron part. Thus the components of (n,n′) system are separated, like the
two spin components in the Stern-Gerlach experiment. When passing through a
difference of magnetic potential, the difference in kinetic energies of the (n,n′)
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components can become larger than the energy-width of the wave packet of the
system: this “measures" the system by collapsing it into either a pure n state or
pure n′ state. The required magnetic field gradient corresponding to the “measure-
ment” event can be found according to [87] from the following equation:

∆B
∆x

>
1

µv(∆t)2 =
v

µ(∆x)2 , (25)

where ∆x is the distance traveled in the magnetic field for time ∆t, µ is neutron
magnetic moment, and v is the neutron velocity.

The presence of strong magnetic field gradients destroys the entanglement of
the oscillating (n,n′) system. A surprising consequence is that as the system con-
tinues through the gradient and has its initial state repeatedly reset, this creates
additional opportunities for the transformations n→ n′ or n′→ n, effectively in-
creasing the transformation rate. In Ref. [87] this mechanism was suggested as
an explanation for the neutron lifetime anomaly [88]. The disappearance of neu-
trons due to the magnetic gradients present in UCN trap experiments could ex-
plain the ∼ 1% lower value of the measured n lifetime in bottle experiments than
is seen in measurements using the beam method. This explanation of the n life-
time anomaly together with existing limits from the direct experimental n→ n′

searches implies [87] that κ is in the range of ∼ 10−4−10−5.
To test this hypothesis, solenoidal coils with alternating currents in each coil

can be implemented around the two vacuum tubes to create a magnetic field along
the beam axis with a “zig-zag" shape, providing an almost constant gradient along
the tube length. These coils can be applied in a regeneration experiment scheme
as shown in Fig. 23 to search for nTMM-induced n→ n′→ n regeneration effect
with κ < 10−5.

7.7. Search for regeneration through a neutron TMM (compensation method.)
As described in [87] and Section 3.3, an enhanced n→ n′ transformation rate

can be produced in a gas atmosphere due to the nTMM. A constant magnetic
field B will be applied in the flight volume to give rise to a negative magnetic
potential which will compensate the positive Fermi potential of the gas. The gas
density should be sufficiently low to avoid incoherent scattering or absorption of
the neutrons. This results in a pure oscillation with probability (from Eq. 3.3)
Pnn′ = (εnn′ + κµB)2t2. The magnetic field is then scanned in order to search
for a resonance condition resulting in a regeneration signal. The magnitude of
the laboratory magnetic field at which the resonance might occur depends on the
magnitude of the neglected hypothetical sterile magnetic field. The magnitude
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of B′ can be determined by setting the laboratory magnetic field to zero and in-
stead scanning the pressure in the flight tube. In this scenario, the probability is
described by the corresponding equation:

Pnn′ = (εnn′±κµB′)2t2 (26)

where± is due to the different possible parities of the sterile magnetic field. Thus,
the magnitude of B′ can be also independently determined.

7.8. Neutron detection for sterile neutron searches
All forms of the sterile neutron searches rely on measurement of the visible

state of the neutrons. Detection of cold and thermal neutrons is a major technical
competence for the scattering experiments ESS. A standard solution for neutron
detection uses gas detectors based on 3He in a single wire proportional chamber.
The detectors can be operated at low gain since the n+ 3He→ t + p reaction pro-
duces a very large ionization signal. While this is the baseline technology assumed
for HIBEAM, it is also possible that modern readout solutions from high energy
physics can augment the performance of such a neutron detection scheme further.
As an example, the most challenging readout scenario is considered here, in which
each neutron in the flux would be individually detected. Assuming a neutron flux
of 1011 n/s evenly spread out over a circular surface of diameter 2m, and assum-
ing each detector element to be about 1 square cm in transverse area, one would
have 30000 readout channels with a singles counting rate in each channel of about
3MHz. This rate is indeed not trivial to deal with but it can be accommodate by the
ATLAS TRT detector, where each detector element is a single wire proportional
chamber (operated at high avalanche gain) read out on the wire. Typical singles
counting rates in the ATLAS TRT are in the range of 6–20 MHz, so 3 MHz seems
quite feasible in comparison. The ATLAS TRT electronics will be taken out from
the ATLAS setup in 2024, presenting a timely opportunity for HIBEAM, and are
therefore an interesting possibility to investigate for use in HIBEAM. The energy
of the reaction products do not provide any useful information about the originat-
ing neutron, therefore only the number of neutrons detected would be recorded in
the data stream. The use of coincidence criteria with neighbouring detector cells
will also be investigated, to avoid double counting when nuclear fragments leak
into neighboring cells.

If the individual counting of neutrons is not necessary, an integration of the
released charge in the detector material gives a measurement proportional to the
number of incoming neutrons. After proper calibration, such current integration
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is less sensitive to the actual rate of neutrons. It should also be mentioned that in
view in the shortage of 3He much R&D is done for scattering experiments on other
methods for cold neutron detection. Synergies with readout systems developed for
high energy experiments are expected and neutron detection in HIBEAM is a good
example of an application with a specific scientific use as motivation for exploring
such synergies.

8. Search for n→ n̄ at HIBEAM

In addition to the suite of sterile neutron searches described in Section 7, a
major aim of HIBEAM is to act as a pilot experimental program during the early,
developmental stages of the ESS, with the aim of performing a new search for
n→ n̄ transitions, at first without exploiting the planned full beam power of the
facility. While this search will likely not surpass the sensitivity in Ref. [37], HI-
BEAM will be used to develop the design and prototyping of technologies neces-
sary for the second stage NNBAR program, which is dedicated to world-leading,
complementary, high precision searches for n→ n̄ at the Large Beam Port. As
described in Section 7.4, the HIBEAM experiment will also perform searches for
n→ n̄ via regeneration from a mirror sector for which the target and annihilation
detector described in this Section would also be used.

This Section describes the apparatus needed to perform an experimental search:
magnetic shielding, the vacuum vessel, target and the annihilation detector. Here,
the detector requirements and possible technology choices are outlined. The sen-
sitivity of the HIBEAM experiment for a HIBEAM search for n→ n̄ is then esti-
mated. Since HIBEAM is a pilot experiment ahead of the NNBAR stage, it would
be expected that the experience of designing and operating HIBEAM would in-
form the final design of the NNBAR annihilation detector.

8.1. Magnetic shielding
As explained in Section 3.1, the n’s must be transported in a magnetically

shielded vacuum. For quasi-free n’s, this corresponds to a vacuum of 10−5 mbar
and a magnetic field of less than around 10 nT along the n flight path [107].

The target vacuum can be achieved with a vacuum chamber comprising highly
non-magnetic materials, e.g. Al, with turbo molecular pumps mounted outside
of the magnetically shielded area. Magnetic fields of less than 10 nT have been
achieved over large volumes (see, for example, Ref. [191]). For the planned exper-
iment, a shielding concept will be used based on an aluminium vacuum chamber,
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Figure 25: Schematic overview of the planned shielding.

a two layer passive shield made from magnetizable alloy for transverse shield-
ing, and end sections made from passive and active components for longitudinal
shielding, as shown in Fig. 25.

8.2. Detector components for n→ n̄ searches
A key experimental task of any n→ n̄ search is to isolate and detect the anni-

hilation of n̄’s from a beam of free n’s. The transformation has an extremely low
probability, and although an ESS experiment could have by far the longest exper-
imental observation time of a free n beam, it may be probable that any experiment
would measure only O(1) candidates.

The overarching goal for the detector system is to provide the highest possible
sensitivity for detecting an n̄ annihilation. These ambitions go beyond a statistical
significance analysis, allowing for a claim of discovery from even only a few
observed annihilation events; in the case of non-observation, a robust upper limit
can be imposed, and multiple compelling theories of baryogenesis eliminated or
severely constrained.

As much as possible, the detector system must provide a reliable and com-
plete reconstruction of each annihilation event. Statistical correction of experi-
mental shortcomings cannot be performed on the individual event level; thus, the
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design goal must be to record as many observable parameters as possible, tak-
ing in all available information about the subsequent annihilation products, and,
if possible, compensate directly for detector effects that are statistical in nature
via over-sampling. From this, one understands immediately that special attention
must also be paid to ∼ 4π detector coverage, and similarly must avoid perma-
nently and temporarily dead detection areas, due either to support structures or
failing detector components, respectively. Serviceability, too, must then be a key
design feature.

An important detector constraint is that a magnetic field cannot be used. Thus,
momentum cannot be directly measured, only the kinetic energy deposited in the
detector and the direction of the particles. A sensitive n→ n̄ experiment should
therefore:

1. Identify all charged and neutral pions, properly reconstructing their energy
and direction

2. Reconstruct the energy and direction of most higher energy, charged nuclear
fragments (mostly protons; fast n’s will likely escape undetected)

The positive identification of an annihilation event would ideally comprise the
identity of all pions, a total invariant mass which amounts to two nucleons (∼
1.9GeV), and a reconstructed common point of origin in space and time of all
emitted particles including nuclear fragments from the plane of the annihilation
foil. The directionality of an event should be verified by checking that particles
move outwards, acting as an important discriminant against backgrounds from
cosmic rays and atmospheric neutrinos. A generic detector must thus include
tracking, energy loss, calorimetry, timing, and cosmic ray veto systems, as illus-
trated in Fig. 26.

8.3. Overall geometry
The optimization of the diameter of the annihilation foil is a balance between a

large diameter which maximizes the visible n flux and overall manufacturing cost,
which grows dramatically with diameter. The baseline design assumes a 200cm
diameter for NNBAR and substantially lower for HIBEAM. The discussion below
is guided by NNBAR while HIBEAM features are presented in Section 6. During
the long time of flight, the n beam will be affected by gravitation such that the
flux incident upon the annihilation foil will not be regular and uniform but rather
elongated vertically and containing a vertical gradient in observation time such
that the slowest n’s in the velocity spectrum will pass through the bottom of the
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Figure 26: Schematic overview of the NNBAR detector.

foil. Since the oscillation probability (and so too the annihilation probability)
grows as t2, the largest number of annihilations will hypothetically take place at
the bottom of the foil.

The geometry of the detection system will also be optimized balancing practi-
cal considerations for event reconstruction. A consequence of the broad spread of
annihilations in the foil disc is that there is no strong argument for having a cylin-
drical detector layout. A rectangular layout is likely to be cheaper and will serve
the purpose equally well, if not even better than a circular cross-section setup.
On the one hand a large area for annihilation presents a difficulty since particle
detection normally assumes some average angle of incidence and a central point
of emission. On the other hand, a common vertex for a number of secondaries in
a large area becomes a strong constraint for an annihilation event: they contain at
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least two tracks in the majority of cases.
The momentum for each particle can be reconstructed if particles are identi-

fied and their direction and kinetic energies measured. If the missing momentum
(higher than the Fermi momentum) points into any uninstrumented areas of the de-
tector, one can still have a good understanding of the event, though the topology
would not be as well characterized as in the case of all secondaries being observed.
While full efficiency and 4π coverage for tracking and reconstruction of annihila-
tion products is impossible due to the n beam path, very high coverage should be
achievable. A ∼ 10m long detector with a 1m inner radius with full coverage in
azimuth would result in a geometrical acceptance of 90%, such that about half of
all annihilation events will be fully reconstructed. Even with excellent geometric
efficiency, loss of information about the total energy is unavoidable. The energy
carried away by nuclear fragments may in most cases go unrecorded, though this
should be a small fraction of the kinetic energy imparted to other heavy charged
fragments like protons. On the other hand, up to 10% of the annihilation energy
is lost to fast neutrons emitted from the nucleus. For momentum balance, the loss
of nuclear fragments can be more significant due to their higher mass.

8.4. The annihilation foil and the vacuum vessel
8.4.1. The 12C annihilation foil

The annihilation cross-section is very large (kilobarns compared to millibarns)
for cold n capture in e.g. carbon. A very thin carbon foil is thus sufficient to pro-
vide high probability for the n̄ to annihilate. However, the very large cold n flux
will produce gamma emitting nuclear reactions which will be a source of back-
ground that contributes to the singles counting rate in detector channels, though
it will not be a severe background to the annihilation signal itself. Although the
gamma energies are low at the MeV scale, gamma production occurs at a large
rate. The pileup of many gammas is therefore a potential problem to consider in
the detector design, in particular the granularity.

A claim of discovery of n→ n̄ should be supported by non-observation under
conditions where no n̄ should occur. One strategy is to switch off the magnetic
shielding in the beamline, effectively prohibiting oscillation. However, this ap-
proach requires excessive additional running time to verify that the signal van-
ishes. An attractive alternative is to install two identical foils, separated by a
distance of less than roughly a meter[109]. True n̄ annihilation would then occur
only in the first foil while false annihilation signals should occur with nearly equal
abundance in the second foil, as the neutron beam is not significantly attenuated in
the foil. A downside of this approach is that the background is also doubled from
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nuclear physics processes in the foils, requiring an increase in the background re-
jection capability of the setup, as well as tracking of particles in three dimensions,
which is generally advantageous.

8.4.2. The vacuum vessel
The cylindrical vacuum chamber is envisioned as 2m in diameter with 2cm

thick aluminum walls, and must achieve a vacuum pressure less than 10−5 mbar.
The final engineering design and material choice will be informed by simulations
of particle transport and background calculations. Some material effects have
advantages to the experimental approach, but other effects may motivate locating
the tracking detectors inside the vacuum vessel.

Advantages of thick vacuum vessel walls

• Stops electrons from n beta decay in flight

• Shields to some extent nuclear physics gamma background

• Pair production of γs from pi0 decay well measured by tracking and calorime-
try

Drawbacks of thick vacuum vessel walls

• Energy loss in the material makes higher threshold for detection outside the
wall

• Multiple scattering leads to worse resolution when pointing back to the an-
nihilation vertex

With good tracking in the vacuum one could even consider to benefit better
from the material in the vessel walls by using a high-Z material instead of Alu-
minum.

8.4.3. Background considerations for higher sensitivity searches
From the ILL experiment one knows that the annihilation signal was back-

ground free at the sensitivity of this experiment. The NNBAR experiment aims
at a factor of around 1000X higher sensitivity. In the ILL experiment, cosmic
rays produced the dominant contributions to background, with the total number
of these events naively scaling with the exposure time and the detector volume.
These backgrounds will be present at the ESS as well, and will ultimately place
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more stringent demands on the efficiency for background rejection than the ex-
periment at ILL. Because the planned sensitivity increase at the ESS relies on an
increase of several orders of magnitude in the cold neutron beam, the probability
for false annihilation signals due to cold neutron beam-induced background will
increase accordingly as well.

A major new difficulty compared to ILL is the presence of high energy back-
ground induced by the proton beam at ESS. The contribution from this high energy
background to the annihilation signal is very hard to estimate. However the fact
that it should occur only in beam-related, rather narrow time windows, makes it
possible to inhibit events when this background reaches the detector. The large
spread of n velocities around 800 m/s means that the arrival of cold n’s to the de-
tector area at 200 m distance from the moderator will be quite uncorrelated with
the cycles of the ESS linac. Based on the experience at the ILL, background to the
annihilation signal is expected to be very low, but since the aim is for substantially
higher sensitivity, the background discrimination should be improved as much as
one can to allow discovery with minimum number of events. Thus having the best
possible resolution in total energy and vertex definition shall be the the design
goal. A very strong constraint is to reconstruct the vertex in three dimensions,
not only two dimensions as in previous experiments. For charged particles 3D
tracking is fairly straightforward to introduce. For neutral pions, pointing back to
a vertex is an interesting development task for the calorimetry.

8.5. Tracking and energy loss measurements
8.5.1. Tracking outside the vacuum

Around 99% of the annihilation events will have two or more charged pions,
many of which will be visible above any detector thresholds (consider Fig. 3). The
full reconstruction is based on these tracks, which must be reliably extrapolated
through space, inwards to the annihilation vertex, and outwards to the calorimetry.
The tracking of these charged particles shall thus be of very high reliability. A
Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is ideal for the purpose having:

• 3D tracking

• Similar position response in all dimensions.

• Independent of track direction.

• Each ionization event recorded in all space points.
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• One space point per cm gas thickness – continuous track image.

• Tracks reconstructed with very few combinatorial mistakes.

• Excellent for dE
dx reconstruction with an eliminated Landau tail.

• Excellent granularity by the time dimension.

A TPC tracking detector can record the most information of each track in the
most reliable way. By using both the space and time dimension it has a very high
granularity. The TPC effectively divides up the sensitive volume in independent
cells of about 1cm3 volume each. The drawbacks are that it has poor time resolu-
tion and requires a trigger, and is thus limited to a few kHz trigger rate.

Particle identification is important since a large fraction (typically 30%) of the
annihilation energy is bound in the rest masses of the pions. Identifying the pions
would constrain the requirement on the energy balance considerably. Neutral pion
identification is discussed in the calorimeter section. Measurement of dE

dx together
with a kinetic energy of charged particles can provide particle identification. At
the high end of the proton spectrum, 400MeV, a proton has velocity 0.7c. A pion
with that velocity (i.e. same energy loss) has 60MeV kinetic energy due to the
large mass difference. Setting this as a limit will cut away all protons and only
lead to a loss of pions below 60MeV, a small fraction of the pions. If energy loss
is measured outside the vacuum chamber wall the difference between pions and
protons will be even larger.

Since many dE
dx measurements are performed on each track one can eliminate

the exceptional dE
dx samples due to delta electrons. Since track direction and dE

dx
is obtained from the same information, combinatorial mistakes when combining
track and energy loss information become negligible. For a robust dE

dx measure-
ment the track length should be reasonably long (> 50cm). Since the track in the
TPC reliably points in 3D, inwards and outwards, information about the track from
different detectors are assembled with minimum risk of combinatorial mistakes.
This is essential since statistical correction for combinatorial mistakes cannot be
performed on individual events.

8.5.2. Tracking inside the vacuum chamber
The thick wall of the vacuum vessel will cause multiple scattering such that

the track direction measured outside may lose some pointing resolution. Since
the charged pions have fairly low mass, and since low kinetic energies are of
interest, this is a considerable effect and the vertex resolution is an important
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discriminating parameter for claiming discovery. Including track coordinates on
the vacuum side of the wall resolves this situation. Two space points on each track
should be sufficient since the pointing from outside is good enough for the track
definition.

The detector inside the vacuum will face heavy background from both n beta
decaying in flight and gammas from n capture reactions. High granularity is thus
necessary. Two Si strip stations with stereo angle between strips to allow for a
space point from each station would serve the purpose. Arranged as a cylinder
with 1m radius and 10m length this would be a very costly detector and one may
have to consider cheaper options with gas detectors or scintillating fibers. Possi-
bly, one could compromise on the z-coordinate for the inner detectors if multiple
scattering does not prohibit safe determination of the foil responsible for the ver-
tex. In that case, more options for inner detectors may be considered, as long as
the issue of high singles rate due to background can be avoided, which calls for a
high granularity. An energy loss measurement in the vacuum also presents an ad-
vantage. With Si detectors this could be realized but is a matter of cost, while this
appears to be more difficult to accomplish with other detector types. The benefit
of energy loss measurement on the inside of the vacuum envelope has to carefully
evaluated.

Cases where no charged pion goes through the wall cannot be handled. At
least one charged particle must give a track in the tracking outside to enable a
search for stopping charged particles from a potential annihilation, hypothesizing
an emission point at the intercept of the extrapolated track and the annihilation
foil. Rather than pions it will be more likely that charged nuclear fragments will
stop in the chamber wall. For stopping particles a maximum energy corresponding
to the range in the wall material can be set.

8.6. Calorimetry
The energy measurement by the calorimeters will be a crucial part of the evi-

dences that an annihilation event has been observed in two ways. It will identify
the neutral pions which occur in 90% of the annihilations, and ensure that the
sum of absorbed energy (kinetic and tied up in pion rest masses) shall sum to two
nucleon masses. In addition the calorimetry shall provide the kinetic energy of
the charged pions and charged nuclear fragments. Energy measurements at these
energies are notoriously difficult. Several processes are involved.
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8.6.1. Charged hadronic particles
As long as the incoming particle is stopped by ionization energy loss only, its

kinetic energy can be measured with good resolution. However already at pion
energies around 100MeV this means traversing much material and the probability
for nuclear reactions becomes sizeable. The energy can still be correctly mea-
sured as long as secondaries are charged and all energy is absorbed in sensitive
detector material. Energy carried by fast neutrons will not be absorbed and re-
main unmeasured. For this reason low-Z materials are preferred. For the actual
annihilation products (fig 1.), protons will be mostly stopped by ionization energy
loss while the bulk part of the charged pions cause nuclear interactions resulting
in an energy deficit. If the calorimeter only samples a fraction of the energy of
the charged particles as in a sampling calorimeter, the actual energy signal in case
of a nuclear reactions can instead become larger due to the larger energy loss by
slow nuclear fragments. On the other hand, some nuclear fragments will stop in
insensitive absorber materials. Other effects that obscure the energy measurement
of charged pions are additional 4MeV energy from weak decay of positive pions
where an undetected neutrino carries away most of the energy of the pion mass.
This mass could always be inferred from the charged pion identification so this is
a small effect. A larger effect is that negative pions stopping in the material will be
captured by nuclei. Energy corresponding to the pion mass shall be carried away
but some will be by fast neutrons and be undetected. This gives an uncertainty in
the energy by one pion mass.

All these unavoidable effects can normally be corrected for by averages based
on simulations. Here, where we want the energy to be measured as accurately as
possible for each individual particle one can not correct and the calorimeter de-
sign must be optimized differently. In some sense these fundamental unavoidable
problems are arguments against expensive materials with very good energy reso-
lution. Possibly, measuring dE

dx and the range of particles can give can the most
reliable information.

8.6.2. Photons from neutral pion decay
The two photons from neutral pion decay have at least 67.5MeV energy. This

is far above the energy of any natural sources of particles except cosmic origin.
90% of all annihilations have at least one neutral pion. A single photon energy
threshold should thus be a simple and reliable trigger on annihilation events. For
electromagnetic calorimetry the energies are quite low leading to poor shower
statistics. As long as the detector medium is sensitive over the whole volume and
large enough to absorb all energy, the shower fluctuations do not influence the
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energy resolution. In a sampling calorimeter (mixed absorber and sensitive ma-
terials) shower fluctuations lead to lower energy resolution. For both calorimeter
types, the position resolution of the incoming photon is worsened by the shower
fluctuations.

The calorimetry of photons serves three purposes: triggering on annihilation
events, identifying neutral pions, and determination of the pion kinetic energy.
A pointing ability towards the annihilation vertex would verify the neutral pion
as having the same origin as the charged particles and add to the constraints on
the annihilation event. Since 98% of the annihilation events have at least two
charged pions, a vertex based on these should be identified for all events one would
analyze. With this vertex known (which is also the decay point of the neutral
pion) and the impact positions on the calorimeter measured, one can reconstruct
the invariant mass of any pair of photons from the opening angle between photons
and the measured photon energies. The invariant mass resolution is key to a firm,
particle by particle statement about the potential neutral pion since:

• A narrow cut on invariant mass minimizes combinatorial background which
is key to a statement that these photons come from a neutral pion.

• The more accurately the invariant mass is measured, the better confirmed is
the assumption of the photon origin at the vertex of the charged particles.

Crystals of high Z, sensitive over the whole volume, are superior in terms of
energy resolution since the limited shower statistics is irrelevant for the resolu-
tion. The position resolution will be rather poor both for crystals and sampling
calorimetry since it is deteriorated by shower fluctuations. The way to improve
position resolution is to choose materials with small Moliere radius. Moving the
calorimeter to a larger radial distance from the cold neutron beam axis improves
the opening angle resolution as well.

Uniformly sensitive crystals can be either based on scintillation light (several
high Z materials exist) or Cerenkov light (lead glass being mostly used). Both
types share the ability to measure the total energy as deposited by electrons and
positrons, and from a fundamental point of view they could have equally good res-
olution for photons. In the readout stage, one can expect to have more light from
a scintillator and thus somewhat better energy resolution. However, scintillators
will give a signal corresponding to all deposited energy while Lead glass is basi-
cally blind to nuclear fragments due to the Cerenkov threshold. Charged pions of
at least 30 MeV produce Cherenkov light. The energy calibration of lead glass for
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charged pions in the actual energy range desired for NNBAR is not trivial. On the
other hand, the different nuclear effects for stopping pions will not give arbitrary
additions to the measured energy.

While fully sensitive crystals are highly desirable, they are also the most ex-
pensive solution. One will not benefit fully from the expensive materials because
of the large spread in angle of incidence of the photons. Placing the calorime-
ter at larger radial distance gives a more perpendicular angle of incidence but at
dramatically increased cost. Crystals will also have substantial sensitivity to high
intensity energy gamma background with nuclear origin.

A sampling calorimeter may be a more cost effective option. It can be made
so that the response does not depend on angle of incidence and it is less sensitive
to gamma backgrounds since the conversions happen mostly in the high Z ab-
sorber material. If photoelectrons escape into a readout scintillator they will give
a signal only in one of the readout planes i.e. much lower signal than if created
by showers of many electrons propagating through many layers of scintillator. A
useful feature of the measurement situation is that the rate of ionizing particles
going through more than one sensitive layer of the sampling calorimeter is very
low while the rate of ionizing events in single layers is large, calling for a high
granularity in the readout. High granularity can however just as well be achieved
by segmentation in depth instead of laterally as one would be normally, which can
be useful for the charged particle energy/range measurement. The readout of indi-
vidual range segments can then be performed over a large transverse area as long
as the readout is position sensitive. Then the tower structure of calorimeter cells
can be avoided while still obtaining the same calorimetric response, irrespective of
angle of incidence. By a 2-D coordinate for each range segment one has a point-
ing vector for the photon. Longer air-gaps in the calorimeter stack can even be
included to improve the pointing resolution. The requirements on the calorimetry
are quite different from state of the art calorimetry in high energy physics. This
calls for an interesting R&D program to find the best solution for NNBAR.

Motivated by the arguments discussed in this Section, a GEANT study of the
response of a calorimeter module to charged hadrons and photons has been per-
formed, ahead of detailed study of a physical prototype at an in-situ ESS neutron
test beam in 2023 and test beams at other facilities. The module is based on lead-
glass and scintillators and exploits the Cerenkov signature for electromagnetic
energy, caused by the interaction of photons, charged hadrons (mainly via dE

dx ),
and hadronic energy. A charged particle range telescope comprising ten layers
of plastic scintillator lies in front of the lead-glass. More details are given in the
appendix.
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8.7. Cosmic veto, timing and triggering
8.7.1. Cosmic veto

The sum of two n masses represents a high energy which cannot be produced
by any background source in nature other than cosmic rays. Therefore an ac-
tive veto detector against charged cosmic ray particles must surround the detector
package. It should consist of two layers of active material such as plastic scintil-
lators. Two close-by detector layers in hardware coincidence reject induced back-
ground in order to avoid false vetoes, which, if too frequent, reduce efficiency
by vetoing good events. The detector material shall be several cm thick to allow
discrimination of n induced background such as Compton scattered gammas, with
signal independent of detector thickness, from charged minimum ionizing parti-
cles, with signal increasing linearly with detector thickness, by a simple threshold.
The cosmic veto is expected to be a part of the hardware trigger logic, and vetoed
events will not be stored. However, it may prove possible to postpone the rejec-
tion from the cosmic veto to the offline analysis. Thus the cosmic veto should be
designed with sufficient timing resolution to determine the direction, inwards or
outwards, of the particles associated with the signal.

Charged cosmic rays producing high energy deposits and tracks in the NNBAR
detection system are rather straightforward to discriminate. Much more problem-
atic is if the deposit is induced by energetic neutral particles (γs or ns). A geomet-
rically long sampling calorimeter divided in depth opens the possibility to mea-
sure the direction of the showers by timing measurements within the calorimeter.
Also a Cherenkov based calorimeter is sensitive to the direction of the shower,
and could be made essentially blind to showers directed inwards. Finally, dE/dx
measurements may be helpful for an additional layer of veto for fast neutrons.

8.7.2. Timing
For charged particles in the tracking system it is desirable to verify that par-

ticles of interest travel outwards. Over a 1m distance there will be a 6ns timing
difference between relativistic particles for the two cases. Such timing resolution
is not very demanding and detectors for this purpose shall be placed at the entrance
and exit of the tracking system. More demanding than time resolution is the sin-
gles counting rate which is large in these regions of the setup. Plastic scintillators
are adequate for the timing resolution, and background signals from n induced
nuclear physics processes can be discriminated similarly as was described for the
cosmic veto, with a double detector layer for each station and several cm of scin-
tillator thickness.
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Other detector solutions with good timing resolution and 2-dimensional read-
out (to give the space point together with the chamber plane) would be resistive
plate chambers (RPC). One could achieve a high granularity by the 2 dimensional
readout, and since the signal is formed by the particle passing multiple gaps of
avalanche gain one could discriminate Compton gammas since they will only give
signal in at most one avalanche gap. Making this a specific design goal one could
probably arrive at a good solution in the respect of preventing background to de-
stroy the time measurement. RPC could therefore also be a viable option for the
cosmic veto.

8.7.3. Triggering
A trigger to catch energy deposits of more than 67.5 MeV for one of the gam-

mas from a neutral pion decay is straightforward to implement in hardware as a
signal threshold that will catch 90% of the annihilations. If taken in anticoinci-
dence with the cosmic ray shield, the trigger should be easy to handle by modern
DAQ systems. With modern computational approaches and powerful signal pro-
cessing on the detector, online data-reduction can be powerful enough to take data
without hardware triggering, as with the upgrade experiment at LHC. In addition
to a trigger on electromagnetic energy in the calorimeter, a track trigger can be
implemented with the timing detectors (plastic scintillators or RPC) as described
above. The lack of a point defined by a known collision vertex makes it neces-
sary to allow large directional freedom in the track matching of the track trigger.
Of course, straight line tracking (no magnetic field) helps motivate three tracking
trigger stations. Powerful background rejection on the signal level is mandatory.

8.8. Search for n→ n̄
For n→ n̄ via mass mixing, the quasi-free condition is needed, implying mag-

netic field-free transmission of neutrons. Any antineutrons which are produced
would then annihilate with a target surrounded by a detector. The detector would
reconstruct the characteristic multi-pion signal to infer the existence of n→ n̄.

As shown in Section 4.1, the FOM for a free n→ n̄ search is given by 〈Nn t2
n〉.

The FOM is proportional to the rate of converted neutrons impinging on a target
To achieve a high FOM, the following criteria must be met:

1. The n source must deliver a beam of slow, cold n’s (energy < 5meV) at
high intensity, maximising both tn and Nn, respectively, for a given beamline
length.

2. The beamport must correspond to a large opening angle for n emission.
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3. A long beamline is needed to maximize tn.

4. A long overall running time is needed due to the rareness of the process.

Note that neutron beams with lower average energies have higher transport effi-
ciencies when supermirror reflectors are utilized, as in the second stage NNBAR
experiment described in Section 9.

8.9. Sensitivity of HIBEAM for n→ n̄
Considering Fig. 24, if the central n absorber were to be removed, and two

vacuum tubes were be combined to one with the common magnetic compensat-
ing/shielding system, one would recover the essential elements of a n→ n̄ exper-
iment at the HIBEAM/ANNI beamline, although with shorter neutron flight path.
Fig. 27 shows the sensitivity in ILL units per year normalized to the ESS running
year, i.e.

ILL units per year=
〈Nn t2

n〉ESS

〈Nn t2
n〉ILL · (Operational Factor)

=
〈Nn t2

n〉ESS

(1.5×109) · (1.2)
(27)

of a n→ n̄ search as a function of the radius of the detector, assuming a 1MW
operating power. One ILL unit is defined using the FOM and the flux and running
time used in Ref. [37] as an observable for the number of converting neutrons
for a given mass mixing term. The operational factor is a correction factor for
the different annual running times expected at the ESS compared to the ILL for
the latter’s total running period. The sensitivity estimate given by this approach
conservatively assumes that the detection efficiency at HIBEAM would be the
same as at the ILL experiment (∼ 50%).

The sensitivity reaches a plateau for a detector radius of ∼ 2 m. It can be seen
that an ILL-level sensitivity can be achieved after running for several (∼ 3) years
with an appropriately sized detector, but this should be considered a generous pos-
sibility, as cost considerations may lead to a smaller detector. These can be only
linearly offset by a longer running period and higher operating power. n̄12C an-
nihilation and outgoing product tracking efficiencies, along with their associated
cosmic, atmospheric and fast n backgrounds, have not yet been considered en-
tirely, though state of the art simulations of the underlying microscopic processes
have been completed [170, 123].

Nonlinear, though fractional, increases in sensitivity can be achieved with the
design and construction of focusing (pseudo-)ellipsoidal super-mirrors starting
near the beamport to increase (anti)neutron flux on the 12C annihilation target.
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Figure 27: Sensitivity (in ILL units) of the n→ n̄ search at HIBEAM/ANNI as a function of the
radius of the annihilation target, assuming 1MW of operating power, perfect reconstruction, and
zero background.

Highly preliminary computations using 0.25m minor-axes and major-axis lengths
of 27-50m for half-ellipsoidal reflector geometries assuming perfect n reflectivity
have shown some ∼ 40% increase in overall sensitivity. More realistic configura-
tions and reflectivity modeling must be completed and geometrically optimized.

9. Neutronics and the NNBAR experiment

In order to realize a modern NNBAR experiment that would provide a sub-
stantial improvement in sensitivity (∼1000X) than that achieved at the ILL ex-
periment [37], a higher overall cold neutron intensity must be utilized. As stated
in the 2013 ESS Technical Design Report [178], there is a requirement that the
ESS provide a level of time averaged cold brilliance comparable to the current
cold source at ILL. This, along with novel neutron optical design concepts, can
facilitate an experiment with orders of magnitude improvement over previous ex-
periments. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 5, a lower liquid deuterium mod-
erator can be installed. Fig. 28 illustrates how parts of the shield and reflector
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system removed to allow a greater conical penetration and to minimise losses due
to the presence of the Fe shield and Be reflector system.

Fe

Be 

Figure 28: Nominal (white region to the left of the neutron source) and enlarged (region enclosed
by dashed lines) conical penetration through the Be reflector and Fe shield.

In this Section, the sensitivity of the NNBAR experiment is quantified. A
baseline outline of the NNBAR experiment is given followed by a description of a
Monte Carlo-based estimation [192] of the performance of a neutron reflector cou-
pled to a large volume, lower liquid deuterium moderator [185] using simulation
geometry implemented within MCNP [193]. The aim is for a zero background
search, as achieved at the ILL. The background reduction strategy is described in
Section 10.

9.1. Baseline NNBAR Experiment
A simple baseline NNBAR experiment is shown in Fig. 29. A longitudinal dis-

tance of 200m separates the source and the target foil. Neutrons passing through
the foil are absorbed in a beam trap.

In order for NNBAR to make the most of the impressive neutron intensity at
the ESS, there must a be a “gathering” reflector to ensure that a large neutron
flux is directed and focused via a magnetically shielded region on the annihilation
target. To first order, the most obvious reflector geometry is that of an ellipsoid
[194], which would facilitate efficient transport of neutrons that otherwise would
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miss the annihilation target completely. The start and end points of the reflector
on the longitudinal axis are 10m and 50m, respectively. The semi-minor axis of
the ellipsoid is 2m. The radius of the annihilation foil is 1m.

An effective reflector must be fully illuminated by the source. This means that
a substantial amount of the overall intensity will have trajectories that deviate sig-
nificantly from the nominal beam trajectory axis. To achieve this, reflecting angles
for even fairly cold neutrons (∼1000 m/s) will exceed that of the limit of the best
traditional reflectors. NNBAR will thus use neutron supermirror technology [195]
which has been used with success for many years as a means to guide thermal and
cold neutrons to many scattering instruments at both pulsed and continuous neu-
tron sources. NNBAR will utilize the same multi-layered surface treatment on its
reflector to gather and focus the wide range of neutron trajectories at the source.
To do so, surfaces with surface reflectivity up to m = 6, i.e. a reflection capability
as high as six times better than the reflectivity limit for polished nickel. Neu-
trons from a liquid deuterium source are collimated in the structure housing the
moderator. Neutrons emerging are reflected via an ellipsoid supermirror along a
magnetically shielded region towards a target foil, surrounded by an annihilation
detector. A beam trap absorbs the beam. The detection efficiency of an annihila-
tion event in the foil is 50%.

Figure 29: Baseline NNBAR experiment. Neutrons from the moderator are focused on a distant
target foil surrounded by an annihilation detector.

9.2. Differential reflectors
At the LBP, the liquid deuterium source would be offset from symmetry axis

of the LBP which is aligned with the target. To deal with this, a segmented dif-
ferential reflector was designed. This has a distorted ellpsoid-like shape, albeit
one which can be optimised via the solution of coupled differential equations for
neutron reflections to allow specific reflection angles at certain distances from the
foci, providing maximum intensity to the target foil [192]. Segmentation also al-
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lows optimisation of the m value for different panels in the supermirror complex,
reducing costs and allowing for easier large scale manufacturing.

Fig. 30 (top) shows a simulation of a neutron reflection and focusing towards a
target at 200m distance along the longitudinal axis (referred to as beam trajectory
position) from the position of the reflector in a differential reflector. It is shown
how the neutron emerges from a source which is offset from the central-axis of the
ellipsoid-like reflector. Fig. 30 (bottom) shows a sampling of traced rays repre-
senting neutron trajectories, also including gravity. The neutrons can be restricted
to a range in the vertical direction transverse to the longitudinal axis of around
2m.

Figure 30: Top: Neutron reflection and focusing from a segmented differential reflector. Bottom:
sampling of traced rays showing the transverse vertical displacement of the neutrons as a function
of longitudinal distance.
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9.3. Sensitivity of the NNBAR Experiment
Fig. 31 shows a sketch of a differential reflector configuration with parame-

ters that can be optimised to maximise the sensitivity of the NNBAR experiment.
Shown are the source focal point position, −→xs , the target focal point position , −→x f ,
the reflector start position, zi, and the reflector end position, z f .

Figure 31: Parameters for a differential reflector relevant to the design and sensitivity of the
NNBAR experiment.

An optimisation of the shape parameters (keeping the others constant) was
made. Figs. 32 show how the sensitivity for NNBAR varies as a function of the
source focal point vertical position, the source focal point horizontal position, the
target foil focal point horizontal position, the reflector start position, the reflector
end position and the surface reflectivity m. The sensitivity is expressed as ILL
units per year, as defined in Section 8.9.
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Figure 32: Sensitivity of the NNBAR experiment for one year of running in ILL units as a function
of (a) the source focal point vertical position, (b) the source focal point horizontal position, (c) the
target foil focal point horizontal position (d) the reflector start position (e) the reflector end position
and (f) the surface reflectivity m.
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As can be seen, a sensitivity of around 350 ILL units per year is obtained. The
sensitivity is strongly dependent on the surface reflectivity m. Indeed, develop-
ments in the super-mirror technology are one of the driving factors in allowing
NNBAR a large sensitivity increase since the ILL experiment. The peak sensi-
tivity of ∼ 350 ILL units per year is achieved for m ∼ 6,7 and falls to ∼ 10 ILL
units per year for m ∼ 1. A doubling of start position from 10m to 20m leads to
an approximate halving of the sensitivity. Extending the end position from 40m
to 60m increases the sensitivity by around 20%. The foil focal point horizontal
position is less sensitive, changing by about 10% for shifts of up to 4m. Optimis-
ing the source focal points (horizontal and vertical) changes the sensitivity by up
to around 30% in the considered range.

9.4. Gain with respect to the ILL experiment
As was shown in Section 9.3, simulations predict a sensitivity of around 350

ILL unit per year. For an experiment running for three years this provides an
improvement of three orders of magnitude. The increase in sensitivity can be
broadly decomposed into the gain factors given in Table 4. Sensitivity increases
are due to the greater source intensity, propagation length, and run time. The
largest gain is from now widely available high m reflectors.

To further investigate differences between the ILL and ESS for a search for
n→ n̄, the performance of only the moderators was studied. In this case, the
calculated performance of a liquid deuterium lower moderator of ESS was com-
pared to the ILL Horizontal Cold Source (HCS), used for the original ILL search.
For this comparison, updated brightness data was considered, indicating that the
cold brightness of the ILL moderators is about three times larger than the official
data [196]. Even with this correction, it was found that an optimized ESS lower
moderator together with the upper “butterfly” moderator would deliver a higher
intensity, larger than the HCS used for the ILL search. The expected gain is due to
several factors, including an optimal beam extraction (aiming at viewing the full
surface of the moderator), and an optimization of the moderator specifically for
the NNBAR experiment.

9.5. Discussion of Sensitivity
The results shown above exploit a simulation of a liquid deuterium lower mod-

erator. One of the goals of the HighNESS project [183, 184] will be to deliver an
engineering design of such a moderator. The performance will be different to
that previously simulated and a new NNBAR sensitivity will be quantitatively de-
termined. Based on experience and results from previous moderator designs, it
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Factor Gain wrt ILL
Source Intensity ≥ 2

Neutron Reflector 40
Length 5

Run time 3
Total gain ≥ 1000

Table 4: Breakdown of gain factors for NNBAR with respect to the last search for free neutron-
antineutron conversions at the ILL.

is possible to list and give quantitative estimates of factors influencing the per-
formance of such a moderator. This includes several contributions, which either
increase or decrease the performance of the moderator for NNBAR’s ultimate ca-
pability.

The first group of contributions enhance NNBAR’s sensitivity, and include
optimization of the design, including moderator size, positioning with respect of
the target, and the use of reentrant holes, a proven technology to increase neutron
intensity by a factor of 1.5X for a specific direction [197]. Furthermore, if pure or-
thodeuterium is assumed instead of the mixture of ortho-and-paradeuterium used
in Ref. [185], the expected spectrum should be colder than previously calculated
in the simulation [185] used for the NNBAR sensitivity estimates above. Another
option might be to employ a single-crystal reflector filter in front of the moderator
to enhance the thermal and cold flux while reducing the epithermal and fast flux
[198].

The second group comprises contributions which can potentially degrade the
sensitivity of NNBAR. This can occur with the refinement of engineering details:
the fact that other beamlines, other than NNBAR, might view the moderator, may
consequently require the removal of some reflector material surrounding the mod-
erator, resulting in decreased performance [181]. Also, a possible shadowing ef-
fect of the inner shielding in the monolith could reduce the effective (viewed)
surface area of the moderator. Naive estimations suggest a cancellation of these
competing effects.

A full quantification of the NNBAR sensitivity is part of the HighNESS pro-
gram. However, it should be noted that, in principle, running times can be ex-
tended to mitigate against any loss of sensitivity. Furthermore, estimates provided
in this paper are rather conservative with an assumed selection efficiency for an
annihilation event of around 50%, as obtained at the ILL; indeed, detector technol-
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ogy and data analysis methods in experimental particle physics are substantially
more advanced compared to the early 1990’s, and so a far higher efficiency would
be expected for a modern-day experiment. Finally, only a lower liquid deuterium
moderator was considered for the sensitivity calculations given in this Section.
The upper butterfly moderator would also provide an additional flux of cold neu-
trons. Mitigation by longer running and the conservative nature of the current
estimates could thus also protect against an unexpected lowering of the planned
full power of the ESS from 5 MW to 2−3 MW.

9.6. Sensitivity of NNBAR and other experiments
Limits on the free n→ n̄ oscillation time, together with the potential sensitivi-

ties of HIBEAM (Section 8) (assuming three year running at 1MW) and NNBAR
(assuming three years running at 5MW, and a three orders of magnitude improve-
ment in ILL units) are shown in Fig. 33.

Also shown in Fig. 33 is a projected converted free oscillation time lower limit
for bound neutron conversions within 40Ar nuclei within the future DUNE exper-
iment, where τn→n̄ ≥ 5.53×108s [122] for an assumed exposure of 400 kt·years.
Note that this limit does not take account of new 40Ar intranuclear suppression
factor calculations completed in [123]; systematics simulation studies continue
within the DUNE collaboration, and further automated analysis improvements are
underway [122] in hopes of eliminating atmospheric neutrino backgrounds. There
is as yet no estimate for the expected n→ n̄ sensitivity for Hyper-Kamiokande.
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Figure 33: Lower limits on the free neutron oscillation time from past (blue) experiments on free
and bound neutrons. Projected future (red) sensitivities from HIBEAM and NNBAR are shown
together with the expected sensitivity for DUNE. Searches with free neutrons with made with
the Pavia Triga Mark II reactor[108, 109] and at the ILL [110, 37], denoted ILL-1 [110] and ILL-
2 [37]. Limits from bound neutron searches are given from KGF [115], NUSEX [116], IMB [117],
Kamiokande [118], Frejus [119], Soudan-2 [120], the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory [121], and
Super-Kamiokande [52, 53]. For all bound neutron experiments, model-dependent intranuclear
suppression factors are used to estimate a free neutron oscillation time lower limit.

As discussed in Section 3.1, consideration of limits or sensitivities on the free
neutron oscillation time for free and bound neutron searches is, to a certain extent,
an apples and pears comparison. There is overlap in physics potential, but neither
renders the other redundant. Indeed, both would play essential and complemen-
tary roles in both the definitive establishment of and cross reference for any future
discovery.
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10. Backgrounds

In this Section, the background sources for HIBEAM and NNBAR are de-
scribed. Common backgrounds for HIBEAM and NNBAR in the context of
n → n̄ transformations are discussed first, followed by a description of back-
grounds which are exclusive to NNBAR. Backgrounds for HIBEAM in the con-
text of n− n′ oscillations, for both disappearance and regeneration modes, are
discussed separately.

10.1. HIBEAM-NNBAR backgrounds
As discussed in Section 3.5 the experimental signature for n→ n̄ is striking:

the annihilation of the antineutron, releasing roughly 1.9 GeV of total energy,
typically in the form of pions (4 to 5 on average).

It is instructive to consider the background mitigation strategy of the most
sensitive cold neutron experiment performed to date at the ILL [199]. Using a
steady reactor neutron source, this experiment confirmed an absolutely zero back-
ground while expecting a signal efficiency of ∼ 50% by using multiple track and
kinematic cuts. Such a unique, state of the art feature is impressive, especially
given the large integrated flux of slow neutrons which passed through the anni-
hilation target every second ( 1011 n/s). Developing a detector scheme with zero
background is extremely important for the potential detection of an antineutron
appearance where even a single event can represent a fundamental discovery.

Both HIBEAM and NNBAR must contend with cold neutron beam-generated
and cosmic ray backgrounds. Beam-generated backgrounds comprise fast neu-
trons and high energy particles from the spallation source, as well as charged and
neutral cosmic rays generated in the upper atmosphere. NNBAR will be espe-
cially likely to be affected by high energy products from the spallation process
given the large opening angle of the beamport. These all are now discussed.

10.1.1. Cold neutron beam backgrounds
Cold neutron beam backgrounds include an irreducible component in the form

of MeV gammas from neutron capture in the annihilation target and beamtube, as
well as fast neutrons from the source. To achieve backgroundless operation (below
one stray event per year of operation), the HIBEAM and NNBAR detectors should
use a similar configuration to the ILL experiment, where only 5.2% of the cold
neutron beam was lost to the beam optics and in the journey to the target. At the
ILL, the beam halo was absorbed by boron-loaded glass collimators, and the beam
dump was constructed of 6Li-loaded tiles. Similar technology is being considered.
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Compared to ILL, the (NNBAR) detectors will see a significant increase of
≥ 100 times) cold neutron current through the annihilation target. With a neutron
absorption probability ∼ 5 × 10−6, this rate will produce ∼ 108 reactions in the
target film per second or 5 × 105 GeV per second of isotropically emitted low
energy (∼MeV) photons inside the detector. This energy deposition rate will not
be too challenging for a modern trigger system, but it can provide high counting
rates in the sub-detector elements and can be a potential source of background
in random combination with cosmic events or (for NNBAR) with fast neutrons.
Given that the ESS will have such an enormous increase in incident flux compared
to the ILL, and an even larger increase in the portion of the beam which does not
reach the target, more stringent requirements on the beam line shielding, detector
granularity, tracking resolution, and trigger cuts will be required. In the ILL ex-
periment, spurious events above threshold produced by multiple gamma-ray hits
during the 150 ns trigger timing window account for about 32% (1Hz) of the total
trigger rate of ∼ 4Hz.

10.1.2. Cosmic Rays
Cosmic rays (CRs) were the dominant backgrounds for all previous free neu-

tron transformation experiments. For the ILL experiment, these alone accounted
for a remaining 3Hz of trigger rate, with 2.7Hz coming from CR muons which
evaded the veto (an efficiency of ∼ 99.5%), and 0.3Hz due to neutral CRs. The
neutral CRs were of particular concern, as they evade the CR veto and can ap-
pear to produce events which originate from the target; these were assessed to be
the leading contributors to possible backgrounds in the signal window. Given the
larger annihilation target area and detector volume for HIBEAM, and especially
for NNBAR, these events are expected to potentially contribute to backgrounds
and a corresponding improvement in vertex reconstruction and event identifica-
tion will be required.

10.1.3. High energy products from the spallation source - (NNBAR only)
Previously at the ILL, moderated neutrons from the reactor source were di-

rected into a curved neutron reflecting guide, such that slow neutrons with low
transverse momenta were transported along while fast neutrons and photons were
filtered out. This will occur for HIBEAM by virtue of using the S-curved ANNI
guide system (see Fig. 13).

For the NNBAR experiment there are also other sources of backgrounds spe-
cific to the spallation source that were not present for the ILL experiment due to
the usage of the large beamport. When protons with an energy of 1-2 GeV interact
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with a heavy nuclear target, spallation can produce high-energy particles (such as
protons, pions, muons, gammas), most essentially among them neutrons with an
energy range of MeV to GeV; once moderated, these become the slower neutrons
of interest (reaching the detector after ∼ 0.1s). In the NNBAR layout, in order
to achieve higher cold neutron currents, the detector will directly view the source
through the large beamport, where all fast charged and neutral particle compo-
nents will contribute to additional backgrounds. Fortunately, due to the pulsed
operation of the ESS, these fast particles can be vetoed by time of flight (during a
period of ∼ 10µs after the beginning of the pulse) by excluding the beginning of
a proton beam spill on the spallation target. It is estimated that this would lead to
a < 5% loss of the total cold beam intensity for a neutron-antineutron transforma-
tion search.

10.2. HIBEAM backgrounds: neutron–sterile-neutron oscillations
Both disappearance and regeneration of sterile neutrons would rely on the ob-

servation of a magnetic field dependent resonant oscillation signal. These two
methods have different systematic difficulties: i) for disappearance, one must de-
tect a small reduction in the counting rate of total incident neutrons to the order of
∼ 10−6–10−8 of the total flux, a challenge due to the need for precisely character-
ized, ultrahigh efficiency neutron monitors able to handle the large beam intensity;
ii) for regeneration, one must have a very low background count rate in the final
neutron detector following total incident beam absorption, requiring an essential
detector shielding effort.

From knowledge of other currently operating cold neutron sources such as
the High-Flux Isotope Reactor and the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge
Natinal Laboratory, it is known that the ambient background rates in 3He tube-
style cold neutron detectors are rather low (few n/s), even when large in overall
area and closer to their respective sources than HIBEAM plans to be; this is also
the case despite higher duty cycles compared to the ESS. This generalized rate
usually includes no vetoes or purpose-built particle tracking equipment around
the detectors and only modest shielding, and so can be still improved. Assuming
an effective background rate of∼ 1n/s should thus be achievable for a regeneration
experiment at HIBEAM.

10.3. Background mitigation strategies
The main methods to suppress the expected backgrounds for HIBEAM and

NNBAR in neutron-antineutron searches are:
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• (1) Prepare a control background sample by “switching off" all active mag-
netic shielding elements of the experiment, allowing the Earth’s field to sup-
press the neutron transformation effect, but leaving the entire experiment
unperturbed in the process. This could be done during beam-off and beam-
on periods, as well as partially characterized with a similar target-detector
configuration during a HIBEAM n→ n′→ n̄ experiment

• (2) Add one or more targets downstream of the annihilation target but within
the sensitive volume of the detector to produce additional “sources" for
background events without an annihilation signal. Any antineutron pro-
duced in the original cold neutron beam would be removed by the primary
annihilation target [109].

• (3) Suppress the generation of gamma backgrounds produced by neutron
capture on target via demanding multiple “track-like" cuts on the detector,
since these events do not create tracks.

(i) Tracking these particles back to a common vertex (± several mm3)
to resolution smaller than the total beam spot on target will be important

• (4) Design a CR veto or, with a modern fast-timing calorimeter, use the en-
tire calorimeter as a CR veto, coupled with vertex reconstruction capability,
in order to reduce muon events.

(i) Rejection of neutral CR events is to be accomplished by background
subtraction via directly measured rates within the detector setup, along with
energy deposition and multiple track cuts

10.3.1. Gamma backgrounds from target
A preliminary estimation of gamma emission from the annihilation target due

to neutron capture was done for HIBEAM. MCSTAS simulated events [39] for
the ANNI beam were used for the neutron source assuming ESS operating at
1 MW and the ANNI neutron current 6.4 × 1010 neutrons/s . The simulation
was implemented in PHITS [200] using a carbon-12 target of 1 m diameter. The
distance from the neutron source to the target was assumed to be of 53 m, with a
target thickness of 100 µm. Gravitational effects acting on the neutrons were not
taken into account in the simulation.

Fig. 34 shows a top-view of the photon tracks obtained by PHITS due to
the interaction of the ANNI neutron beam with the carbon-12 target. As the HI-
BEAM detector will completely surround the target, these photon tracks represent
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an important background source that will be further studied in dedicated detector
simulations in the near future.

Figure 34: Photon tracks produced from the interaction of the ANNI neutrons with the carbon-12
target. The origin of the coordinate system is in the experimental area, after ANNI’s curved guide
extraction.

The photon current from the target is obtained by PHITS. The current is cal-
culated such that any photon crossing the target surface adds 1 to the current. By
multiplying the photon current with the incident neutron current and target area,
the photon rate emission from the target over the full energy spectrum can be
estimated. The photon rate calculated by PHITS is 3.15 × 105 photons/s. Fur-
thermore, since the collaboration is also exploring the use of Beryllium-9 as the
material for the target, the photon rate from neutron capture for it was also esti-
mated for it in PHITS and found to be 6.68 × 105 photons/s.

11. Future directions

In addition to the work outlined in the previous Sections, the collaboration is
pursuing possibilities to further enhance the sensitivity to neutron conversions and
quantify and suppress backgrounds. A fundamental aim is to design a background-
free n→ n search, as achieved at the ILL. Similarly, backgrounds to mirror neutron
searches need also to be minimised.

To achieve the above, a full Monte Carlo-based model of different designs of
the annihilation detector is being constructed. Simulated background and signal
processes will be used to optimise the experiment’s sensitivity. These simulations
will be informed and optimised with the experience of early running and tests at
the ESS.

The work will dovetail with the Horizon2020 HighNESS project to design a
liquid deuterium moderator and associated instruments including NNBAR.

Hardware R&D is also planned to support the simulation effort. Work has
started on a prototype calorimeter module which would take part in a neutron test
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beam at the ESS in 2023 for in situ background measurements. The calorimeter
module is described in the Appendix.

Cost estimation and reduction will also be done. A potentially important way
to reduce the cost is to exploit the possibility of allowing neutrons to bounce with-
out ”resetting the clock" 3.2. There are laboratory experiments which can shed
light on the validity of these ideas. The formula used for the antineutron-nucleus
reflectivity deviates strongly from the usual Fresnel shape familiar from light op-
tics due to the very large effect of the imaginary part of the antineutron optical
potential. The accuracy of the neutron reflectivity formula in this extreme limit
has been verified by neutron reflectometry measurements on gadolinium, which
is an element with two isotopes that possess a very high neutron absorption cross
section comparable in size to that possessed by antineutrons [201, 202]. It would
also be very interesting to test theoretical calculations of nbar-A scattering am-
plitudes with data from slow antiprotons (there is essentially no hope to get slow
antineutrons for scattering experiments) as long as theory can handle the Coulomb
corrections to extract the nuclear component of the scattering from the data. Ex-
periments with very cold antiprotons available at CERN could also be envisaged.

Other strategies which may impact cost are optimization of the distance from
the entrance aperture of the neutron reflector system to the moderator, potentially
reducing the size of the optical system dramatically, and relaxing magnetic shield-
ing requirements while still sufficiently satisfying the quasi-free condition[107].

12. Summary

Strong theoretical motivations addressing open questions in modern physics
such as the matter-antimatter asymmetry, the nature of dark matter, and the pos-
sible Majorana nature of the neutrino imply the existence of neutron conversions
into anti-neutrons and/or sterile neutrons. A remarkable opportunity has arisen
to conduct a two-stage experiment (HIBEAM leading to NNBAR) to be hosted
by the European Spallation Source which will perform a series of high precision,
world-leading neutron conversion searches. The final goal is to achieve a sensitiv-
ity in searching for n→ n̄ with free neutrons which is three orders of magnitude
higher than the last such experiment. A collaboration to carry out this program
has been formed with the aim of performing the experiment.
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Appendix A. Prototype development and the ESS test beam line (TBL)

In this appendix, a description is given of the prototype detector development
which would be deployed at an ESS test beam. The test beam is also described.

Appendix A.1. Prototype calorimeter module
As described in Section 8 an annihilation detector must provide as reliable and

selective information as possible in each individual event. The crucial information
is event topology and conservation of energy and momentum. For free n̄N anni-
hilation events, identifying and measuring total energy and momentum of all out-
going particles give unique annihilation signature and one should measure these
parameters with the best possible resolution since the discriminating cuts will be
limited by the resolution by which the kinetic energy has been measured. How-
ever n̄N annihilation in nuclei (carbon in this case) introduces additional means to
dissipate energy and momentum by nuclear fragments. Some of the energy cannot
be captured as it is carried by neutrons. Energy carried with protons (and to some
minor extent composite fragments) can be measured but, particle identification is
important since the proton rest mass shall not be included in the total invariant
mass. Taken together, the total invariant mass of pions and photons will only be
equal to two neutron masses in about 30% of the cases when the annihilation takes
place in a carbon nucleus (see Fig. 3).

If the kinetic energy of charged nuclear fragments is also measured, this will
narrow the distribution but it is clear that a selection on invariant mass has to
be quite generous in order to avoid cutting away good annihilation events. As
a consequence, it makes no sense to strive at highest possible energy resolution.
This is actually quite satisfying since, in particular the charged hadrons are in a a
very difficult energy regime where energies are often too high to be absorbed by
electromagnetic processes only, and the statistical significance on energy deposit
by strong interactions is extremely poor. Thus optimisation of the calorimetry is
important. Fig. 2 illustrates the simulated kinetic energy/momentum distributions
of the charged hadrons expected in an annihilation event. Given the distributions
shown, an energy resolution for charged hadrons of ±5 MeV appears to be more
than sufficient.

The principles
The topological aspects of annihilation events to be handled by the tracking

must be considered together with the need that the tracking will provide a dE
dx mea-

surement. Since tracks are resolved in 3 dimensional space, the track direction for
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charged particles into the calorimeter is accurately determined. Thus safe particle
identification by combining dE

dx and energy is achieved. Background of gamma
radiation in the MeV range will be very high. To cope with this background a
high granularity, in space and time, using a large number of detector elements and
electronic readout channels is needed. This will be one guideline for a calorime-
ter design. As pointed out, the kinetic energy resolution can be rather relaxed.
For charged hadrons this may pay off in a simple calorimeter design. For pho-
tons however one should still strive at good energy resolution in order to obtain a
narrow invariant mass peak for the identification of the neutral pions.

Appendix A.1.1. The tentative calorimeter design
A hybrid approach is adopted for the calorimeter with ten, 3cm thick layers of

plastic scintillators reaching a total thickness of 30cm followed by a 25cm (ca 20
radiation lengths) of lead-glass for the electromagnetic calorimetry. A GEANT-
4 [203] visualisation of the response the set-up to a charged pion with 240 MeV
kineatic energy is shown in Fig. A.35. The pion punches through the scintillators
leaving a cone a Cerenkov light.

Figure A.35: A GEANT-4 visualisation of a calorimeter module with ten layers of plastic scintil-
lator and a lead-glass block. The Cerenkov photons (green) are shown as is the pion track.
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The hadron calorimeter with 30 cm thickness is sufficient to stop protons with
more than 200 MeV kinetic energy. About 80% of protons in the high energy end
of the spectrum will come to rest without a nuclear interaction. This will cover ef-
fectively all protons that happen to be emitted from the annihilation point (Fig. 2,
bottom). However 30cm of plastic will only stop pions up to about 80 MeV ki-
netic energy (260 MeV in momentum, Fig. 2, top) which is only about 30% of
the expected pion spectrum. Charged pions passing through additional 25cm of
lead-glass will have about 250MeV kinetic energy i.e, momentum about 400MeV
which would account for another 30% of the pion spectrum. Even if one can
calibrate the energy response by Cherenkov radiation one cannot expect to make
a proper energy measurement since most charged hadrons passing this amount
of matter will suffer one or a few hadron nucleus collisions with a rather unpre-
dictable energy signal as result. The very low number of collisions is the reason
that hadron calorimetry by showering is not a viable technique at these energies.
Actually, the nuclear fragments from these hadronic collisions will not produce
Cherenkov light. Thus calibrated Cherenkov light for charged pions will mostly
reflect the range of the pion until its makes a collision. Fig. A.36 shows the clear
almost linear relation between range and the amount of Cherenkov light, as pre-
dicted using GEANT-4. Note that only pions with 240 MeV have been injected.
Ideally one should have only a sharp peak at about 7000 photons, but anything
lower than that is due to collisions on the way.

Considering all of the above, the strategy is to use the plastic scintillator stack
for a range measurement, where each scintillator defines a kinetic energy bin in
the proton and pion spectra and the Cherenkov light in the lead-glass as a measure
of the charged pion range in the lead-glass. For cases where a particle comes to
rest by electromagnetic energy loss only, the range will give the kinetic energy
(since the particle mass is known by the particle identification) with an adequate
resolution. In case of a hadronic interaction in the detector materials one must
differ between protons and pions. For protons one should be able to know if a
nuclear reaction has taken place since there will be a clear correlation between dE

dx
and range which is violated if a reaction takes place. The dE

dx value itself can, if
good enough energy loss resolution is achieved, provide a complementary energy
information, unaffected by the hadronic collision. For pions however, which al-
most all will be near minimum ionizing, there is no such correlation between dE

dx
and range and one will only be able to state the range of the pion for as long as it
was a pion. The charged pions produce Cherenkov light down to quite low kinetic
energies in lead-glass.
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Figure A.36: The relationship between range and amount of Cherenkov light for charged pions
with 240 MeV kinetic energy, as predicted by GEANT-4. Pions with this energy reach into around
20cm into the lead glass.

By limiting the information from the plastic layers to a hit/no hit information
the light readout and the readout electronics can be made simple (a discriminator
threshold only) and cheap thus allowing a very high segmentation to the benefit
of handling the gamma background. The scintillator thicknesses will be chosen
such that minimum ionizing particles will give substantially larger signals than
Compton electrons from gammas. With 3 cm thickness of a MIP will deposit
about 6 MeV, much above gammas with nuclear physics origin.

The plastic scintillator layers will be segmented in a way such that coarse
tracking in 3D can be done on the hit/no-hit information that is available on a
nanosecond time scale. Thus a powerful and fast track trigger can be constructed.
Different ways of extracting and sensing the light from the scintillator segments
will be investigated in order to optimize the solution for cost, performance and
segmentation taking advantage of the moderate resolution required. The lead-
glass will have a good energy resolution, being sensitive over the whole volume.
Cherenkov light has the advantage of being direction-sensitive. This gives the
possibility to measure the direction of particles or even make it blind to particles in
the wrong direction. This would be important to discriminate against fake events
of cosmic ray origin. This is an important R&D topic. The resolution by which
the point of impact of gammas from π0 decay shall be good in order to obtain
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good resolution in the reconstruction of π0.
This will drive the lateral segmentation of the lead-glass either as lead-glass

blocks or a segmentation of the light readout. Whether or not, the readout is
direct by photomultipliers or via wavelength shifting is also an R&D item. One
could think of segmenting the 25cm of lead-glass in the depth dimension to better
measure the range of charged pions. It is questionable if it worth the increased
cost of light sensors and electronics. Possibly, the cost of the lead-glass itself is
balancing the cost of more readout.

To conclude, it is considered that this unusual detector application aimed for
too high energy for nuclear physics and too low energy for particle physics meth-
ods offers many interesting detector R&D challenges. It is anticipated that it
would be deployed in the ESS test beam described below. The prototype would
be supplemented with a scintillator cosmic shield and an inner TPC.

Appendix A.2. The ESS test beam
A dedicated test beam line (TBL) will be build at ESS to be used initially

to verify that the accelerator has successfully delivered beam on target, and to
characterize the pulsed neutron beam emitted from the upper moderator (e.g. time
structure, spatial distribution, energy dependence etc.), while it can be adjusted to
also view a future lower moderator. In the longer term, it will provide supporting
measurements for the user program and also serve for the development of key
neutron technologies, such as optical components, choppers and detector systems.
For the last mentioned purpose, the ESS TBL is an ideal place to perform tests of
the prototypes of HIBEAM/NNBAR detectors. Figure A.37 shows a schematic
overview of the TBL. In its basic configuration, it is a pin-hole (camera obscura)
imaging station for viewing the entire width and height of the moderator assembly,
with a double-disc chopper at the pin-hole position to provide tuneable wavelength
resolution and wavelength band selection. For the moderator characterization, a
position sensitive detector (PSD) will be placed at 17 m from the moderator with
an adjustable pin-hole at the half-way position, enabling to spatially image the
neutrons of different wavelengths emerging from the moderator. The instrument
will be in direct line of sight and not be equipped with optics, but in addition to
the double disk chopper will have a series of collimators (one stationary and one
adjustable in size), a range of optional beam attenuators and filters and a heavy
shutter. The test for the HIBEAM/NNBAR detectors will be done in combination
with the annihilation target. After hitting the annihilation target, the beam will be
absorbed in a beam stop that is already part of the TBL. With a direct view of the
source, the test beam line represents also an optimal place to make background
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measurements since it will not only provide cold but also fast and high energy
neutrons as can be seen in Figure A.38.

Figure A.37: Overview of the planned ESS test beam set-up. A collimated beam would be passed
to the carbon target and then to the detector prototype

Figure A.38: Neutron energy spectrum at the location of the annihilation target location of the
TBL

Planned measurements include:
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• Test of the full prototype detector

• Benchmark against Experimental Data of Monte Carlo background simula-
tions

• Gamma background measurements from neutron interaction and activation
with the annihilation target and surrounding materials

• Fast neutron background measurements

• Cosmics and skyshine background characterization

All these measurements with allow to have a deep understanding of the back-
ground and provide a better mitigation strategy implementations both for HI-
BEAM and the NNBAR experiment.
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